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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Real time stream processing mainly video processing plays a key role in many modern 

day application segments such as Computer Vision, Surveillance, Machine Vision and 

Robotics. Conventional sequential processing on software with a general purpose CPU 

has become significantly insufficient due to the high demand of processing power to 

deliver adequate throughput and performance. 

 

Due to the cost of centralized processing and cost of heavy data transmission, 

portability, mobility, power consumption and many such reasons a high degree of 

interest could be noted for high performance real time video processing on localized 

embedded systems. However, embedded processing platforms with limited performance 

could not cater the processing demand of several such intensive applications in 

computer vision domain. 

 

Therefore, hardware acceleration could be noted as an ideal solution where process 

intensive computations or algorithms could be accelerated using application specific 

hardware designed in stream processing fashion. In this research we focus on building 

such a hardware accelerator/ video co-processing unit for Histogram of Gradients(HOG) 

algorithm which is one such versatile computer vision algorithm in contrast to high 

demand for processing power. 

 

This research explores the possibility of using high performance computing techniques 

used in general purpose processors such as pipelining and parallel processing for 

developing a high performance stream processing architecture on the accelerator.Robust 

architectural techniques were developed to maximize hardware and computation reuse 

and minimize hardware utilization and redundant computations. 

 

Additionally robust buffering techniques were developed to custom suit the processing 

logic while maintaining streaming flow of data which ensures only minimum necessary 

data is buffered and processed in parallel while meeting the throughput requirement at 

each stage. 

 

This stream processing architecture yielded a promising throughput 240fps on single 

scale HOG computation with very low amount of hardware which outperforms 

all previous research. In comparing with the best case performance of the previous 

research its a performance gain of approximately four times with equal or lesser 

hardware. 

 

Further the above video processing unit(VPU) acts as a hardware accelerator which is 

integrated as co-processing peripheral to a host CPU with a on chip bus in a System-On-

Chip (SoC) fashion. This could be used to offload the heavy video stream processing 

and redundant computations to the VPU whereas the processing power of the CPU 

could be preserved for running light weight applications. 

 

Functionality of the video SoC could be further extended by implementing an operating 

system on the CPU which encapsulates the behavior of the accelerator as a hardware 

thread to the high level application programmer. In addition a robust and compact 
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System-on-Chip (SoC) could deliver higher performance per watt, higher performance 

per hardware utilization/silicon area, compactness and reliability. This kind of a 

hardware acceleration approach is highly recommended for an application with fixed 

functionality in contrast to a traditional and heavy general purpose computing 

architecture which demands an exponentially larger amount of hardware and power to 

meet an identical throughput requirement. 

 

Keywords: Hardware Acceleration, Parallelised Architecture, Pipelining ,Real 

Time Video processing, System-On-Chip, SoC, Embedded Systems, FPGA, HOG, 

Computer Vision 
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

Real time stream processing mainly video processing plays a key role in many modern day ap-
plication segments such as Computer Vision, Surveillance, Machine Vision and Robotics. Con-
ventional sequential processing on software with a general purpose CPU has become significantly
insufficient due to the high demand of processing power to deliver adequate throughput and per-
formance.

Due to the cost of centralized processing and cost of heavy data transmission, portability, mobility,
power consumption and many such reasons a high degree of interest could be noted for high
performance real time video processing on localized embedded systems. However, embedded
processing platforms with limited performance could not cater the processing demand of several
such intensive applications in computer vision domain.

Therefore, hardware acceleration could be noted as an ideal solution where process intensive
computations or algorithms could be accelerated using application specific hardware designed
in stream processing fashion. In this research we focus on building such a hardware accelerator/
video co-processing unit for Histogram of Gradients(HOG) algorithm which is one such versatile
computer vision algorithm in contrast to high demand for processing power.

This research explores the possibility of using high performance computing techniques used in
general purpose processors such as pipelining and parallel processing for developing a high per-
formance stream processing architecture on the accelerator.Robust architectural techniques were
developed to maximize hardware and computation reuse and minimize hardware utilization and
redundant computations. Additionally robust buffering techniques were developed to custom suit
the processing logic while maintaining streaming flow of data which ensures only minimum nec-
essary data is buffered and processed in parallel while meeting the throughput requirement at each
stage. This stream processing architecture yielded a promising throughput 240fps on single scale
HOG computation with very low amount of hardware which outperforms all previous research.
In comparing with the best case performance of the previous research its a performance gain of
approximately four times with equal or lesser hardware.

Further the above video processing unit(VPU) acts as a hardware accelerator which is integrated
as co-processing peripheral to a host CPU with a on chip bus in a System-On-Chip (SoC) fash-
ion.This could be used to offload the heavy video stream processing and redundant computations
to the VPU whereas the processing power of the CPU could be preserved for running light weight
applications. Functionality of the video SoC could be further extended by implementing an oper-
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ating system on the CPU which encapsulates the behaviour of the accelerator as a hardware thread
to the high level application programmer.

In addition a robust System-on-Chip (SoC) could deliver higher performance per watt, higher
performance per hardware utilization/silicon area, compactness and reliability.

This kind of a hardware acceleration approach is highly recommended for an application with fixed
functionality in contrast to a traditional and heavy general purpose computing architecture which
demands an exponentially larger amount of hardware and power to meet an identical throughput
requirement.

1.2 Problem Statement

As mentioned above conventional sequential processing on a CPU is not desirable due to numerous
reasons. From an Architectural Perspective, centralized sequential processing would usually pro-
cess the video data in a sequential and serial fashion with limited amounts of processing resources
related to the application on a general purpose CPU. Therefore, when using a general-purpose
computer for an application with a fixed functionality a significant resource underutilization could
be observed. Therefore from an engineering perspective both performance per watt and perfor-
mance per silicon area is significantly low which makes a general purpose computing infrastruc-
ture not the ideal option for a system used for a fixed application.

Moreover, there is a significant processing bottleneck in real time processing due to inherently
heavy nature of video data, which consist of large number of frames in a smaller time with an
extremely large amount of pixels per frame but in contrast, processing power on an Embedded
CPU is limited. Therefore, to accelerate the process commonly used general-purpose computing
technique is the usage of General Purpose GPUs that would add some degree of parallel pro-
cessing with Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) Architectures or Vector Processing. Nev-
ertheless, the unresolved Architectural issues such as high cost due to processing overhead, high
hardware resource under-utilization, low performance per watt, low performance per silicon area,
un-deterministic nature of response time does exist in contrast to flexibility of general purpose
computing. This adds a lot of unnecessary cost and unreliability to the system. In addition to
above architectural reasons, other design constrains such as physical size, portability, mobility and
power consumption would suggest that a High Performance Embedded System would be more
desirable for such an application with fixed functionality.

In addition, in certain applications such as video surveillance, which has a large number of video
sources spread across distinct geographical locations, the processing could be localized at each
video source as such an embedded system with same performance for a fixed application would
yield significantly less cost compared to a high performance general purpose computer system
with a CPU and a GPU. Useful lightweight information such as video analytic data extracted
from such a processing could be sent to a centralized system. This would significantly offload the
processing workload for a centralized processing at a single geographical location and it would
minimize the cost of heavy data transmission where a major part of computer vision tasks such as
video processing, detection and analytics could be carried- out locally.

In some other applications such as intelligent industrial control systems with Machine Vision Ap-
plications low cost of an embedded system would have a significant advantage due to the necessity
of large number of video processing nodes.
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Further, for some other applications such as Machine Vision based mobile robots and also com-
puter vision based wearable and portable devices, features of an embedded system such as low
power consumption, low cost, high mobility and portability would yield a significant benefit.

In addition to all Embedded System on Chip (SoC) offers the compactness, robustness and relia-
bility which are inherent to an Integrated Circuit or Chip.

1.3 Objectives

To develop a high performance architecture for real time stream processing to achieve higher
performance per watt and higher performance per silicon area(hardware cost) for hardware ac-
celeration of real time stream processing by exploiting parallelism, hardware reuse, computation
reuse and robust buffering on an Embedded System on Chip (SoC).

To exploit parallelism in data or pixels in a frame which are flexible and independent to be pro-
cessed in parallel possibility of a pipelining paradigm will be explored, in addition parallelized
computational resources will used in parallel which will be scaled to maintain the throughput
constant across the pipelining stages.

For improving efficiency and the robustness of the architecture possibility of eliminating redundant
re-computations by breaking down computations into more elementary sub stages which could be
reused would be explored.

In addition to reusing computations possibility of reusing hardware or minimizing hardware under-
utilization would be explored in addition to pipelining which inherently increases the performance
and throughput while maintaining the increase in hardware minimal.

For demonstrating this application specific stream processing architecture for hardware accelera-
tion real time video processing, Histogram of Gradients (HOG) Algorithm from computer vision
domain would be used which involves heavy computations which could not be supported on a
general purpose CPU with adequate throughput.

Finally the Hardware Accelerator would be integrated with an Embedded CPU using a System on
Chip (SoC) bus standard, which could handle other lightweight applications and could support a
real time operating system in future where the behavior of the hardware accelerator is encapsulated
to the high level programmer through the drivers.

1.4 Scope

To achieve high performance for hardware acceleration to process 640x480 frames at a higher
frame-rate/ throughput than conventional processing for real time stream processing of Histogram
of Gradients (HOG) computer vision algorithm:

1. Possibility of cascading into many pipelining stages, and to improve further possibility of
deep sub pipelining above stages internally would be explored which enhances performance by
improving hardware utilization and minimal increase in hardware cost compared to increase in
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throughput.

2. Possible hardware designs would be explored which are able to process pixel data in parallel
with parallelized computational resources/ increased machine width, which comes at the cost of
extra hardware.

3. Possibility of designing robust hardware architecture to exploit performance for extensively and
redundantly used computations by reuse and elimination of repetitive, redundant and overlapping
computations.

4. Possibility of designing robust architectures for buffering and streaming pixels to achieve high
performance stream processing.

Upon completion of the data-path with above specified techniques to achieve higher performance
a control unit will be implemented for controlling the accelerator from the CPU end. This acts
as an interface between the hardware accelerator which is inherently parallel with the processor
which is sequential.

Additionally upon processing video analytic data or detection results should be written back which
will be accomplished through a write back channel and a controller.

HOG is a versatile object detection algorithm in computer vision domain which involves training
which is done prior to employing to for an application which could be trained for detecting an
object of applications choice. In our research this would be demonstrated for detecting upright hu-
man figures, but to enable it to be used flexibly for a given application a configuration register bank
mechanism will be implemented which enables transfer of trained weight vector from application/
software space eliminating modifications to the accelerator hardware which further encapsulate it
similar to a software library.

Finally this accelerator done as a The RTL design using Verilog Hardware description language
would be implemented on a Zynq 7000 family Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) where the
accelerator is coupled with the ARM dual core processing system (PS) hardwired on chip.

1.5 Limitations

Hardware accelerator is application specific. However,it could be reconfigured for a wide variety
of object detection applications. Currently it is demonstrated for detection of upright human fig-
ures. It could be modified for any application of object detection, which uses HOG based feature
detection, by only changing the weight vectors obtained by training.

Hardware Emulation might not be as robust as a real chip due to timing, delay, clocking and
bandwidth limitations in implementing on FPGA (mapping, placement and routing of gate net-list
into available resources on FPGA)
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1.6 Thesis Outline

The rest of the thesis would be organized as follows.

In Chapter 2, I propose my literature-review.

In Chapter 3, I propose my design and methodology.

In Chapter 4, I present the implementation, testing and experimental results.

Finally, in Chapter 5, I conclude my thesis.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Prior Techniques

Various techniques have been adopted to achieve high performance real time video processing
in general purpose graphic processing with higher performance in terms of processing power,
throughput, delay and latency.

2.1.1 General Purpose Computing techniques with Parallel Processing for Higher

Performance

Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) Architecture (Wikipedia,2016b) based on vector pro-
cessing (Wikipedia,2016c) could be noted as one of the key milestones in this regard. This
architecture becomes ideal due to the nature of Graphic Processing based on a large number of
data samples (pixels) on a matrix/vector (Frame) being processed with a common operation which
is same to all. In general, a scalar CPU is coupled with a large number of parallel vector CPUs
which works on a large data set in parallel but driven by a single instruction. (Wang,n.d.)

Figure 2.1: Pipelined SMD Architecture [3]
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Lately General Purpose Graphic Processing Unit (GP GPU),an (Wikipedia,2016a)evolution of
stream processor or vector processor was introduced which is comprised of an array of pipelines
and may be driven by compute kernels, which is an evolution of vector processors that uses a
similar strategy for overcoming memory latencies.

Figure 2.2: Illustration of Basic GPU Architecture [4]

Though above techniques bring up higher computational power for general purpose computing it
inherits the hardware cost and high hardware under-utilization to support general-purpose com-
puting requirements. Therefore, application specific processing shows a rising interest in the em-
bedded domain, which further simplifies the task with minimal hardware cost together with other
benefits of embedded computing

Evaluation research work carried out by (Canes,2016) evaluates the performance of GPU based
general purpose computing system for meeting the massive computation requirements of mod-
ern day advanced algorithm. As a benchmark for his research he uses the Histogram Of Gradi-
ent(HOG)algorithm on CPU only and CPU combined with Tegra X1 embedded GPU system and
NVIDIA GPU architecture with different flavours in configuration.The performance is evaluated
for the HOG-SVM process on all three platforms multi-threaded CPU only, NVIDEA GTX 960
GPU and Tegra X1 GPU systems as follows on frames of size 1242x375 pixels.

Table 2.1: Throughput of CPU GPU systems on HOG-SVM process [43]

CPU 3.2fps

GTX 960 GPU 175fps

Tegra X1 GPU 27fps

The performance of HOG feature extraction process in tems of throughput in pixels per nano
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second could be summarized as follows. Best performance is achieved in GPU shared memory
version.

Figure 2.3: Performance of HOG Feature Extraction on GPU[43]

Performance per watt of the above experiment could be summarized as follows.

Table 2.2: Performance per Watt of HOG Feature Extraction [43].

GPU Performance per Watt

GTX 960 Shared Mem. 0,0061

Tegra X1 Shared Mem. 0,0129

The performance of SVM Classification in terms of throughput in pixels per nano second could
be summarized as follows. Best performance is achieved in warp level kernel scheme.

Figure 2.4: Performance of HOG SVM Classification on GPU[43]

Performance per watt of the above experiment could be summarized as follows.
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Table 2.3: Performance per Watt of HOG Feature Extraction [43]

GPU Performance per Watt

GTX 960 Warp-level 0,005

Tegra X1 Warp-level 0,009

2.1.2 Application Specific Computing techniques with Reconfigurable Hardware

for Higher Performance

Hardware based computing and configurable computing has drawn the research attention due to
its potential for increasing performance drastically specially for image processing applications but
it has not progressed beyond due difficulty in manipulating lower level (hardware level) operations
and due expertise required for development.Mangione-Smith (2003)

While another researchB. A. Draper and Chawathe (2003) has accelerated image processing on
FPGA using a special compiler, which can convert image, based applications to hardware logic.
Further, they have successfully achieved performance gains between 8 to 800 on FPGA compared
to its counterparts running the same application on a processor with a similar physical level tech-
nology.

Another research MacLean (2005) evaluates the suitability of FPGAs for embedded systems. Fur-
ther, it looks at advantages and disadvantages of Reconfigurable hardware in form of Field Pro-
grammable Gate Array (FPGA). Mainly the ability to exploit parallelism, ability to support dif-
ferent modes of operation on a single hardware substrate is the key advantages while necessity
to have expertise in hardware is the key disadvantage. An FPGA implementation has been used
C. Farabet and Culurciello (2010) in another research to accelerate convolutional neural network
for synthetic vision which is capable of doing real time detection, recognition and segmentation of
mega pixel scale images. Another research on real time stereo vision system Kalarot and Morris
(2010), which involves evaluating disparities in high-resolution images in real time, application
specific FPGA implementation, had yielded comparatively better results than GPU. These further
suggest the feasibility of utilizing custom hardware on FPGA for accelerating computer vision
applications.

Embedded Systems and Architectures for Real Time Video Processing

A research proposes a parallel reconfigurable architecture for real time stereo visionChen and Jia
(2009) which comprises of four parts namely input port, output port memory and processor.
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Figure 2.5: Overview of Architecture [10]

Further task partitioning methods have been utilized to achieve maximum parallelism and pipelin-
ing.

Figure 2.6: Pixel Pipeline [10]

In addition, memory management has been adopted to decrease the latency of memory access time
and accelerate the processing speed whereas data bandwidth control is employed to minimize the
hardware resource consumption, while maintaining precision demand of computation. Based on
this architecture a system has been developed for real time stereo vision.

Figure 2.7: System Block Diagram [10]

Another research D. Honegger and Pollefeys (2014) has developed an embedded architecture to
accelerate intense computer vision tasks such as semi global matching and disparity estimation
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on a smart phone by combining a mobile CPU with FPGA. Further, it is capable of processing
752x480 pixel resolution at 60 frames per second

Figure 2.8: Combined Architecture Overview [11]

2.2 Utilized Devices, Technologies and Standards

To achieve our task, we would be utilizing some currently available techniques, technologies and
standards such as:

1. Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)

2. Advanced RISC Machine (ARM) Architecture and ARM Cortex A9

3. ZYNQ 7000 Architecture

4. AMBA and AXI System on Chip Buses by ARM

5. FPGA Block RAM for data sourcing and pipeline buffers.

6. FPGA Distributed memory for implementing sequential logic

7. Double Data Rate Random Access Memory (DDR RAM) for data sourcing and storing

8. High Definition Media Interface (HDMI) for video input and output

2.2.1 Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)

A Field Programmable Gate Array is a logic circuitry whose functionality and inter-connectivity
could be altered or configured by downloading a bit stream. The functionality could be changed/
reconfigured by downloading a new bit stream allowing the device to be reused for a different ap-
plication. All FPGAs consist of (D. Honegger & Pollefeys,2014) three main components namely
1) Logic Blocks 2) I/O Blocks 3) Programmable Routing.
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Figure 2.9: (a) Architecture of Generic FPGA (b) Simplified Architecture of a Logic
Block [7]

To implement a circuit on FPGA each block could be configured to perform a small part of the
total logic required for circuit. For example, in the above illustration each logic block could be
configured to accommodate any, four input logic. The I/O block is configured to act as input or
output while programmable routing is configured to make necessary connections. In addition to
above resources, nowadays sophisticated and robust FPGAs include additional embedded mem-
ory blocks, dedicated multiplier blocks and even hard processor cores. Additionally, FPGA may
access off chip memory (DDR Memory) or any other peripherals via I/O.

Advanced RISC Machine (ARM) Architecture and ARM Cortex A9

Advanced RISC Machine (ARM) is one of the popular Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC)
Architecture mainly targeting the embedded systems in both System on Chip (SoC) and System
on Module (SoM) fashions. Inherent features of RISC such as reduced cost/ hardware, power
consumption and heat dissipation further enhanced by ARM makes it ideal for light and portable
embedded systems. Originally ARM is a 32 bit fixed length instruction which further got extended
with Additional 16 bit Thumb instructions for better code density. From ARM v8A architecture
onwards ARM supports 64 bit address space. In general ARM architecture houses 15, 32 bit
registers and all memory is Little Endian. (Wikipedia,2017b) Beside ARM Instruction Set ARM
has developed its own Architecture, Silicon Proven ARM Cortex IP Cores which currently are
available in three profiles to suit various application segmentsWikipedia (2017b)

• A- profile: Application profile implemented with 32 bit cores and some non ARM cores.

• R-Profile: Real time profile
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• M-Profile: Microcontroller profile

ARM Cortex A9 is a popular 32-bit general purpose core ideal for low power, thermally con-
strained, cost sensitive 32 bit devices specially with support for multi-core support. (Wikipedia,2017c)
ARM Coretex-A9 microarchitecture houses:

• High-efficiency, dual-issue superscalar, out-of-order, dynamic length pipeline

• Highly configurable L1 caches and optional NEON and Floating-point extensions.

• Supports single core configuration or multicore configuration up to 4 coherent cores.

Figure 2.10: ARM Cortex A9 Overview [23]

2.2.2 Zynq 7000 Architecture

Zynq 7000 invented by Xilinx combines a hard wired ARM Cortex V9 Dual Core Processing sub-
system (PS) with a 7 series FPGA (PL) on the same chip. Processing System(PS), Programmable
Logic (PL) and I/O Device are stitched together with Advanced Micro-Controller Bus Architecture
(AMBA).
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Figure 2.11: Zynq 7000 Overview[24]

This offers system architects and designers with the flexibility and efficiency of using a readymade
processor system capable of running software application which could be integrated with custom
designed Hardware Logic on the FPGA fabric which simplifies the SoC prototyping and emulation
process. As mentioned above the ARM processing subsystem is termed as Processing System (PS)
and FPGA Fabric is termed as Programmable Logic (PL). Therefore Zynq 7000 architecture with
PL and PS could be illustrated as shown in the following diagram. (Sadri,2017)

Figure 2.12: Zynq Architecture Overview [24]

As shown above PS comprises of Dual ARM A9 cores with NEON MMUs with dedicated L 1
caches. On top of the L1 cache snoop controller is implemented for maintaining the coherency
between the two cores. On top of the snoop controller, shared L2 cache is implemented which
directly connects to the DRAM Controller. 256 KB On Chip Memory (OCM) is also located on
the PS. Many pre-built peripherals such as UART, USB, Network, SD and GPIO are connected to
the PS. Further ARM PL330 DMA Controller could be used for transferring data in between those
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peripherals and system memory. ARM NIC 301 interconnect is used for interconnecting all sub
components on the PS. PS initiates memory transactions to the slaves on the PL via the General
Purpose (GP) Ports MGP0 and MGP1. AXI Masters on the PL could initiate read transactions
to the system memory via the High Performance 64 bit Slave (HP) Ports HP0, HP1, HP2 and
HP3 whose main purpose it to access DRAM memory. Additionally two more 32 bit Slave ports
SGP0 and SGP1 ports are available for AXI Masters for accessing the peripherals. In addition,
Accelerator Coherency Port (ACP), which is a slave port for AXI masters on PL could directly
connect to the Snoop controller which is versatile in transactions that are sensitive to coherency.
Initially the requested address is searched on the caches and in case of a cache miss it moves up in
the hierarchy which ensures that most updated versions of data is available for any module on the
PL which requires coherent data.

2.2.3 Processor Bus Protocols

Processor bus protocols acts the backbone integrating the peripherals and the main memory with
the processor core.

Figure 2.13: A Simple Illustration of a Computing System Stitched Together with a
Bus[24]

Bus protocols could be classified as follows:

• System on Module or off chip buses.

• System on chip or on chip buses
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System on Module or Off Chip Buses

Traditionally in general purpose computers main memory and most of the peripherals are generally
located outside the die or the chip which houses the processor core in a system on module fashion.
Therefore, the bus extends outside the chip over the external circuit. This results in increased
latency, delay and error therefore to maintaining adequate bandwidth is a challenge. Peripheral
Component Interconnect (PCI) is one such widely used protocol found generally in x86 and Intel
based architectures.

System on Chip or On Chip Buses

With the advancement of technology with the downscaling of the transistor sizes and power con-
sumption with growth of CMOS and VLSI the number of components that could be housed on the
same chip/ die drastically increased. This gave rise to the system on chip technology where var-
ious components corresponding to a system such as one or many processor cores, co-processing
modules and many peripherals are integrated on a single die/chip. Not only this saves lot of cost
in-terms of hardware but also it improves performance, robustness and reliability as the memory
access delay, which is a key bottleneck in a computing system is drastically cut down. Further,
it significantly improves the physical size, weight, portability and the power consumption of the
overall system. This could be noted as the starting point of embedded systems dominating the
computer industry.

Some widely used System on Chip buses could be noted as follows: (Sadri,2017)

• Core Connect: Comprise of Processor Local Bus (PLB) and On-Chip Peripheral Bus (OPB)
Used by IBM based power pc architectures.

• Wishbone: Used by open cores as an open source bus protocol.

• Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture (AMBA): is an open on chip communication
standard for SoC applications by ARM.

AMBA and AXI Buses

Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture (AMBA) by ARM is the most dominant SoC bus
standard is used in a wide variety of applications ranging from microcontrollers to high end
application processing systems. Evolution of AMBA buses could be summarized as follows
(Wikipedia,2017a)

• AMBA: Initially introduced with Advanced System Bus (ASB) and Advanced Peripheral
Bus (APB).

• AMBA 2: Added Advanced High Performance (AHB) that is a single clock-edge protocol.

• AMBA 3: Included AXI 3 buses for further improving performance and Advanced Trace
Bus (ATB) for on-chip trace and debugging.
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• AMBA 4: Included AXI 4 buses enhancing and improving AXI 3

• AMBA 5: AXI Coherency Extension (ACE) and Coherent Hub Interface (CHI) was intro-
duced for extending system wide coherency.

Advanced Extensible Interconnect (AXI) Buses

.

Is the third generation of AMBA interface defined in the AMBA 3 specification with high per-
formance, high clock frequency and many features which makes it ideal for an sub micro-meter /
on-chip interconnect (Wikipedia,2017a):

• Separate address/ control and data channels.

• Support for unaligned data transfers with byte strobes.

• Burst based transactions only with start address issued

• Issuing multiple outstanding addresses with out of order responses

• Adding register stages to provide timing enclosure.

AXI Infrastructure is a master slave protocol which comprises of AXI Masters that initiates read
or write operations, AXI Slaves which responds to them and the AXI interconnect which links
them together. The AXI interface between an AXI master and AXI slave could be illustrated as
follows (Sadri,2017)

Figure 2.14: Simple AXI Interface[24]

AXI Master could initiate a write transaction by putting the write data and the write address on
the corresponding channels. AXI slave which houses the specified address writes the data into
the corresponding register and produce an acknowledgement to the AXI Mater through the write
response channel. Similarly, AXI Master could initiate a read transaction by putting the desired
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address on the read address channel, the AXI slave will respond with the desired data through the
read response channel. (Sadri,2017) AXI Interconnect connects AXI masters and AXI slaves
together. AXI Interconnect acts as an AXI slave for AXI Master devices and as an AXI Master
for AXI Slave devices. AXI Interconnect defines an address map which defines an address range
for each slave device which facilitates AXI address decoding by address range. Each device could
further decode address into specific registers. A single AXI interconnect can have up to 16 AXI
Masters and 16 AXI Slaves. Additionally, it capable of doing width conversions, AXI 3 to AXI 4
conversions, can have an internal pipeline for improving clock frequency, can have clock domain
transformations. (Sadri,2017)

Figure 2.15: AXI Interconnect [24]

AXI Interfaces could be classified into two types (Sadri,2017):

• AXI Memory Mapped Interface: Each read or write transaction has a destination address

• AXI Stream Interfaces: Doesnt contain a target address. Data flow happens from one mod-
ule to another on a single channel where the source is always writing and the destination is
always reading.

Figure 2.16: AXI Slave Interconnect [24]

AXI Memory Mapped Interfaces could be further classified into two groups namely (Sadri,2017)

• Full AXI/ Burst Capable AXI
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• AXI Lite/ Single Beat AXI

AXI Lite/ Single Beat AXI transfers only a single word of data following per single address passed
as illustrated in the following diagram (Sadri,2017)

Figure 2.17: Single Beat Transaction[24]

In contrast AXI Burst transfers a burst of consecutive words following a single base address as
shown in the following diagram. Therefore, full AXI infrasture is equipped with higher bandwidth
and performance which increases the area/ hardware consumption.

Figure 2.18: Burst Transaction [24]

AXI stream interface could be further analyzed with the major signals as shown below. AXI stream
slave issues TREADY signal denoting that its ready to receive data. AXI stream master issues
the data on the TDATA channel and flags the TVALID signal to denote that the data belonging
to a particular clock cycle is valid. Additionally, TLAST denotes the end of data frame/packet.
(Sadri,2017)

Figure 2.19: AXI Stream Interface [24]

AXI Data Mover is could be used to convert in between AXI Stream to AXI Memory Mapped
interfaces. Following illustrates such as example. (Sadri,2017)
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Figure 2.20: Converting Between AXI Stream and AXI Memory Mapped [24]

AXI based (Direct Memory Access) DMA Engine is known as AXI Data Mover. DMA engine is
capable of transferring a block of data from a given base address to another until a given offset.
AXI Data Mover gets configured by the Host CPU with the configuration data such as the sources
base address, destination address and the offset and gets triggered by the Host CPU and interrupts
the CPU upon completion of the task which offloads the processor from being engaged on the read
or write transaction. Xilinx currently support three versions of customized DMA namely:

• AXI Direct Memory Access Engine

• AXI Central Direct Memory Access Engine

• AXI Video Direct Memory Access Engine

2.2.4 FPGA Configurable Logic Blocks and Hardware Resources

In Xilinx FPGAs, which is an industry leading FPGA technology, each configurable logic block
comprises of two slices (X. Corp,2010a) which houses the configurable logic elements such as:

1. Look Up Tables (LUTs) for combinational logic

2. Flip Flops (FFs) for sequential logic bits

3. Wide Multiplexers which are dedicated multiplexers for better performance

4. Carry Logic: for better implementation of carry chains

5. Distributed RAM: For localized memory

6. Shift Registers: Dedicated shift registers for better performance
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FPGA Distributed Memory

FPGA Distributed memory is a form of Static RAM (SRAM) found within the Configurable Logic
Blocks (CLBs), which is the most expensive, fastest memory found within the FPGA. Localized
and provides best form flexibility and ease of access for combinational logic. (X. Corp,2010a)

Figure 2.21: FPGA Distributed RAM [14]

FPGA Block RAM

(M. G. Corp,2004) Is a comparatively larger memory found outside the CLBs could be used for
efficient data storage or buffering, for high performance state machines or FIFO buffers could
even be further modified for pipeline buffers. Ports widths and depths could be custom adjusted
accordingly. (X. Corp,2011)

Figure 2.22: FPGA Block RAM [14]

Double Data Rate Dynamic Random Access Memory Interface (DDR DRAM)

DDR refers to the Double Data Rate Dynamic RAM, which operates in both edges of the clock
cycle. FPGA could be interfaced with DDR / DDR2 / DDR3/LPDDR memory located off chip
via the memory controller Intellectual Property (IP) block. Have comparatively lower speed and
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higher density and lower cost than local memory. Current Xilinx technology can support up to
800 Mb/s (400 MHz double data rate). (X. Corp,2010b)

Figure 2.23: FPGA Memory Controller Block [16]

High Definition Media Interface (HDMI)

HDMI (High Definition Media Interface) is a standard interface for transferring uncompressed
digital video and compressed or uncompressed digital audio. HDMI is a replacement for analog
video standards (HDMI Licensing,2016).Following illustrates the constitutes of the HDMI inter-
face and the representation of the HDMI frame in terms of signals (T.B Ahmad,2016). Useful
information appears after the VSYNC and HSYNC pulses. HSYNC marks the start of each row
while the VSYNC marks the end and start of a new frame. ACTIVE VIDEO or de signal is the
enable signal where pixel sampling could be triggered by this signal. Video data is transmitted
through the data channel, which comprises 24 parallel lines with 8 bits for each color channel R,
G and B respectively.

Figure 2.24: HDMI Frame Composition [19]
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2.2.5 Transition Minimized Differential Signaling (TMDS)

TMDS (Transition Minimized Differential Signaling) is a standard used for transmitting video
data over HDMI where TMDS is used at the physical layer.

TMDS comprises of three parallel wires for each color lane. HDMI data is serialized into eight
serial bits and added with two more bits for TMDS control signaling. Therefore, one-pixel clock
comprises of 10 serial bits in TMDS. (B Feng,2010)

Figure 2.25: Transition Minimized Differential Signaling [17]

TMDS transmitter could be logically divided into two parts namely TMDS Encoder and 10-bit
parallel to serial converter. As shown in the following diagram, 10-bit parallel stream is further
serialized from 10 to 5 before passing from the FPGA fabric. At the I/O Logic outside FPGA, it
is further serialized into a single channel and transmitted as an electrical signal over a Transition
Minimized pair of wires on physical layer. Further pixel clock is multiplied by 2 and 10, for initial
serialization and for TMDS bit clock respectively.

Figure 2.26: TMDS Transmitter Block Diagram [17]

TMDS receiver consist of two parts logically, serial to parallel converter to convert serial bit
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streams into three parallel lanes of 10 bits each and TMDS Decoder decodes the TMDS into HDMI
interface. Further clock data recovery and channel de-skew are used to align the pixel clock (With
a 10: 1 ratio) with the received bit clock and to remove any skews among the three-color lanes.

Figure 2.27: TMDS Receiver Block Diagram [17]

2.2.6 On-Chip Debugging with Xilinx Tools

Xilinx provides Xilinx tools namely Chip Scope Integrated Logic Analyzer(ILA) which are capa-
ble of doing on chip debugging on the post implemented design on the FPGA at run-time. The
mechanism used by the tool could be summarized as follows. The Xilinx design flow implements
additional hardware/debugging-cores called ILA cores which are capable of probing and sampling
a set of selected signals starting at a given trigger event, buffer them (number of samples defined
at time of deployment) and transfer to the host PC via the Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) con-
nection. Then signals could be viewed from the GUI on the host PC and the triggering signals or
conditions could be could be altered at run time. [cite42]

Figure 2.28: On Chip Debugging Methodology by Xilinx [42]
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2.3 Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) Descriptor and Classifier

HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradients) is a popular versatile object detection technique/algorithm
used in computer vision domain which could be used for various application segments for detect-
ing and classifying various objects upon training. Applications may vary in a wide spectrum and
is feasible to train the algorithm for detection of desired object of applications choice. Due to in-
creasing number of road accidents and need for road safety intelligent systems such as Advanced
Driver Assistant Systems (ADAS) are becoming increasingly popular. Therefore certain studies
carried out for finding the technique which yields best performance for pedestrian detection is
HOG according to (Brunsmann & Intelligence,2009). Few application segments of HOG are
shown in below.

Figure 2.29: Application HOG for Pedestrian Detection [28]

Figure 2.30: HOG application in Human Detection [31]
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Figure 2.31: Various Applications of HOG Object Detection [29]

Figure 2.32: An application of HOG Application in Traffic Sign Detection [30]

This process encounters highly intensive heavy computations where significant bottleneck exists
in terms of processing power. Therefore, using this algorithm for a real- time application with
adequate resolution has been a great engineering challenge despite the versatility of the algorithm.

According to literature processing minimum processing time achievable by a CPU-GPU System
is greater than 10s on a VGA frame whereas the throughput is lesser than 0.1 fps. For example,
according to evaluation work by (Wojek 2008) it takes 13ms to process a window of size 320X240
pixels. Therefore, high degree of interest could be noted for hardware accelerating this algorithm
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and few other algorithms in computer vision domain such as HAAR cascade classifier, with high
degree of intelligence which comes hand in hand with demand for computation power.

Generally entire HOG process could be broken down into two parts namely HOG descriptor com-
putation and classification. HOG algorithm uses a sliding window

approach with a window of size 64X128 pixels as shown below and at each location on the window
gradient component is computed in both X and Y directions by convolution with an appropriate
kernel matrix. Then these values are used for computing the magnitude and the orientation of the
gradient at each locality.

Figure 2.33: Gradient computation and a Visual illustration of gradient Vectors in a
tiny portion of an image[28]

Then the detection window is subdivided into cells of size 8 pixels by 8 which are known as
cells as shown in the following illustration (Brunsmann & Intelligence,2009) for each of which a
histogram is created by binning the orientation.

Figure 2.34: Histogram Creation [28]
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Orientation Binning partitions the orientations into a given number of bins bounded by the bounded
angles and the magnitude of the gradients falling into each bin is accumulated throughout the cell.
Following illustrates a simplified example with 3 bins of each size 600 on the X axis of the his-
togram and the total of the magnates corresponding to each bin on the Y axis.

Figure 2.35: Orientation Binning [28]

Then the Normalization is performed on groups of 4 adjoining cells known as blocks using the
block overlapping and L2 Norm technique as illustrated follows (Brunsmann & Intelligence,2009)

Figure 2.36: Normalization and L2 Norm [28]

When the result from each block overlapping and normalization is packed into a liner array it
gives a vector of 3780 dimensions for a window of size 64X 128 which is known as the hog
feature vector. Next this hog feature vector is compared with the reference vector obtained from
training known as the weight vector which is of identical dimensions to perform the classification.
For example, if the weight vector is trained for detecting a pedestrian the classifier will classify
among images of pedestrian and non-pedestrian. For this classification Support Vector Machine
(SVM) technique is used where it could be further simplified into a dot product between the weight
vector and the hog feature vector and if the result is greater than or lesser than a given threshold
which is by default zero a decision could be made.
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Figure 2.37: Example Classification Between Pedestrian and Non-Pedestrian [28]

2.3.1 Previous Attempts of Achieving Adequate Performance on HOG

There are several previous attempt of a hardware implementations and hardware software co-
designs of HOG. One such attempt is by [S. Bauer, U. Brunsmann 2009] which uses the following
methodology (Brunsmann & Intelligence,2009) where Gradient Computation and Histogram Cre-
ation is performed on the FPGA, Block overlapping and normalization on a CPU and the SVM
Classification on a GPU and the final decision making again on the CPU (Brunsmann & Intelli-
gence,2009).

Figure 2.38: Method used by [S. Bauer, U. Brunsmann 2009] for achieving Realtime
performance on HOG [28]

Above system is implemented on a vendor specific rapid prototyping platform Xilinx Spartan
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3 based microEnable IV-FULLx4 by SiliconSoftware. PCI express interface has been used for
interfacing the Hardware on the FPGA with the host computer (Brunsmann & Intelligence,2009)

Figure 2.39: Micro-Enable IV Platform by Silicon-Software [28]

High level development tool by the same vendor called visual applets which works as an extension
to Xilinx ISE tools, specific to video processing applications is used for rapid design. Overall
system design on visual applets is shown below.

Figure 2.40: Top Level System Design [28]

The performance and resource utilization on FPGA could be summarized as follows: (Brunsmann
& Intelligence,2009)
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Table 2.4: Performance Summery [28]

HOG step Latency [s] 800x600 p

Image Buffer 26.2

Down-sampling 26.0

Gradient 52.0

Magnitude/Orientation 0.1

Histogram 207.2

Total 311.6

Overall throughput of the above implementation is limited to 30fps with a processing resolution of
800x600 pixels on a Xilinx Spartan 3 XC3S 4000 FPGA with the following resource consumption.

Table 2.5: Hardware Utilization [28]

Resource Type Total Number Usage Level

4 input LUTs 42,435 76%

Internal RAM 60 43%

Embedded Multipliers 18 18%

Another attempt to accelerate this process is presented by [C. Bourrasset, L.Maggiani, C.Salvadori,
J. Serot, P.Pagano and F.Berry 2013] which uses a software, hardware co-design approach for us-
ing Histogram of Oriented Gradients for vehicle detection.

Initially it evaluates the purely software performance on the soft-core processor Nios II targeting
Intel SoC. NIOSII CPU houses a 6-stage pipeline operating at 50MHz.
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Figure 2.41: Micro-Enable IV Platform by Silicon-Software [28]

which could be summarized as follows which yields distinctly poor results compared to the desired
performance on 320x240p windows.

Table 2.6: Hardware Utilization [28]

Platform Function nclk * 106 T (ms) fps

SW elaboration NiosII/f Camera + LCD 3.965 79.3 12.6 over 15%

SW elaboration NiosII/f Edge detector 37.700 754 1.32 over 15%

SW elaboration NiosII/e Edge detector 77.900 1550 0.64 over 15%

SW elaboration NiosII/f Backgrd Sub. 13.951 279 3.58 over 15%

Therefore another Hardware Software Co-Design approach is proposed in (C. Bourrasset1 &
Berry1,n.d.) for both HDL optimization and code flexibility.
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Figure 2.42: Hardware Software Co-design Approach [29]

Only the HOG Feature vector extraction is performed on the FPGA whereas a pipeline of Gradient
Extraction, Histogram Creation and Normalization is implemented as shown below (C. Bourras-
set1 & Berry1,n.d.)

Figure 2.43: HOG Pipeline[29]
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Figure 2.44: HOG Stage Architecture [29]

The throughput of the above system is limited to 12 fps ( 83 ms) which is governed by the worst-
case latency of 2560 clock cycles at the histogram stage.

Another research carried out by J. Brrokshire, J. Stephensen and J. Xiao of MIT (Jon Brook-
shire,2016) tries to accelerate HOG algorithm on a FPGA and integrate it with an on-chip IBM
PowerPC host as a real time pedestrian detector. Hardware design is carried out with a high-level
tool called Bluespec.
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Figure 2.45: HOG Implementation [35]

Additionally, at the classifier to improve the performance an Ada-boost algorithm which picks
weaker classifiers to stronger classifiers as a cascade and a rejection cascade in contrast to usual
algorithm which evaluates all the features of the window which makes the classification process
more efficient with a tradeoff with the detection rate.

Figure 2.46: Cascade weaker to stronger classifier [35]

System architecture could be summarized as follows along with the accelerator and the Power
PC CPU Cores where control data is written to the control interface via PLB bus and other data
is directly written to/ read from a separate port on the DDR Memory Controller. (Jon Brook-
shire,2016)

Figure 2.47: System Architecture [35]

HOG Feature extraction is done on the FPGA and the classification is done on the Power PC CPU
on Software as a C++ application. The system runs at 125 MHz and at this clock rate the solution
process 5100 detection windows of size 64x128 per second, compared to the 50 detection windows
per second.
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Another research by [B.Basa,2014] performs HOG Detection on an Altera Cyclone III FPGA with
the aid of a NIOS II soft processor core. Research is limited to a functional implantation to test the
accuracy of the HOG algorithm on discrete images and a detection accuracy is 100% according to
documentation (BAA,2014).

Figure 2.48: System Overview [36]

Group of researchers M. Jacobsen, Z. Cai and N. Vasconcelos from university of California, San
Diego also have developed a FPGA based HOG Based Pedestrian Detector. The system is imple-
mented on a Zync 7000 FPGA. Video frames are buffered to an off-chip DRAM and sent through
a video processing pipeline which operates in LUV color space. The stream undergoes color space
conversion, frame rescaling, HOG feature extraction and evaluation in a sliding window. The sys-
tem overview is shown below (Jacobsen,2016) the system is parallelized into 27 parallel pipelines
with 1 pipeline for each scale.

Figure 2.49: System Architecture [37]

The architecture of each detection pipeline is as follows:
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Figure 2.50: Detection Pipeline [37]

The system is parallelized to evaluate multiple scales per frame which goes up to 27 scales on
640x480 frame. Entire detection is performed on the FPGA and a cascade of weak to strong
classifiers are used in contrast to the original approach. System runs at 200MHz and Overall
throughput is limited to 30-40 frames per second and its further documented that its 2X faster and
that FPGA SoC consumes only 10W of power, an order of magnitude less than CPU based C++
version.

Another research on FPGA-based real time pedestrian detection [M.Hahnle, F.Saxen, M.Hisung,
U.Brunsman, K. Doll ,2013] yields one of the best performance according to literature (Hahnle,2013)
capable of processing 64 high resolution images of size (1920X1080p). Overall 18 scales are sup-
ported with a latency of less than 150us 6 scales are evaluated in parallel and its time multiplexed
3 times skipping the other scales to achieve 18fps. As frame rate is high above 50fps they assume
20ms gap between two frames doesnt make a significant difference in the image. This follows a
similar approach of extracting the hog descriptor as shown below:

Figure 2.51: HOG Descriptor Extraction [20]

The system architecture for HOG Feature Vector extraction could be further elaborated as shown
below (Hahnle,2013):
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Figure 2.52: HOG Feature Extraction [20]

For the classification SVM classifiers with following implementation are used which accumulates
the total of each window until it completed for it to be evaluated as shown below (Hahnle,2013):

Figure 2.53: SVM Classifier Implementation [20]

Overall implementation is as follows whereas a dedicated HOG descriptor extraction component
and a classifier is employed for each scale upto a certain number of scales for the remaining
number of scales a time division multiplexing approach is used to re-feed a different scale on the
same hardware. In another words hardware is reused for a different scale.

Figure 2.54: Multiscale Approach [20]

The video stream is fed through a GigE connection after processing the detections results along
with the input image are transferred into the host PC through PCI-Express interface using a
DMA.The resource utilization on the Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA could be summarized as follows.
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Table 2.7: Hardware Utilization [28]

Resource Design Available Utilization

No of registers 42,987 122,880 34%

No of LUTs 38,535 122,880 31%

No of DSP Blocks 357 384 92%

Memory (kBit) 7,128 16,416 43%

Another research titled An FPGA Implementation of a HOG-based Object Detection Processor by
(K.Mizuno, Y. Terachi, K.Takagi, S.Izumi, H.Kawaguci, M.Yoshimoto, 2012) supports HOG algo-
rithm along with the SVM completely on FPGA could process SVGA frames of size (800x600p)
at 72 frames per second (fps) at a single scale. The above implementation follows the following
usual sequence of processes.

Figure 2.55: HOG Process Sequence [38]

System overview of the above implementation is as follows (K. Mizuno,2013)
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Figure 2.56: System Overview [38]

Orientation Binning Stage is implemented as follows (K. Mizuno,2013):

Figure 2.57: System Overview [38]

The architecture of the cell histogram creation logic is as follows (K. Mizuno,2013). 4 processing
units are employed in parallel to alternatively process blocks of 4 cells each.
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Figure 2.58: Cell Histogram Generation [38]

Figure 2.59: Normalization Stage Implementation [38]

Classifier in implemented as follows with 15 classification cores [38]:
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Figure 2.60: Classifier Implementation [38]

Another interesting research by [C. Kelly, F.M. Siddiqui, B. Bardak R. Woods 2104] implements
the front end of the HOG algorithm on FPGA with a reconfigurable computing approach. A
dynamic multicore DSP processor called IPPro deployed on FPGA which is coupled with the
ARM A9 Cores on the Zynq family FPGAs.

Following illustrates the functionality of the front end which has higher data rates taken over by the
IPPro DSP based co-processors which basically performs simpler general DSP transactions such
as subtraction and accumulate of the compute gradients and transactions such as multiplication,
compare and accumulate of the Orientation Binning stage. (Kelly,2014)

Figure 2.61: HOG Front End Taken Over by IPPro [39]

IPPro Core is centered around Xilinx hard-wired digital signal processing cores DSP48E. IP Pro
has two pipelining stages, two different arithmetic and logic function could be employed at each
cycle, Uses DRAM and for registers and BRAMs for instruction memory and data forwarding is
used to reduce latency. IP pro system is deployed as 3X3 array of IPPro cores where algorithm
segments are broken down into basic operations such as multiply and subtract and are issued to
the DSP cores. (Kelly,2014)

Overall performance comparison between using a single core and multiple cores of IPPro summery
on the first two stages is shown below (Kelly,2014).
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Figure 2.62: IP Pro Summery [39]

Best performance is achieved by employing 90 IPPro cores operating at 404 MHZ which is 209
frames per second on gradient computation and orientation binning. By using this approach,
they have claimed to have achieve 3.2 throughput gain on the first stage of the HOG descriptor
extraction. (Kelly,2014)

2.3.2 HOG Descriptor Computation Functional Model Previously Created

Therefore, to demonstrate the hardware acceleration using an application specific high-performance
stream architecture a FPGA version of HOG descriptor combined (optionally) with a SVM (Sup-
port Vector Machine) classifier for human detection would be implemented based on our architec-
tural framework. [20] The functionality of the algorithm would be reused from an FPGA func-
tional verification version of the HOG algorithm completed by a previous research from my uni-
versity. (Perera A.G.N.T,2015)

The FPGA compatible HOG descriptor functional implementation that would be utilized for this
research is shown in the following figure. It consists of two main processes namely HOG descrip-
tor computation and HOG Classification. Stages namely Edge Detection, Orientation Binning,
Histogram Creation followed by Block Normalization completes the HOG Descriptor Computa-
tion. Classification is carried out by evaluating the classifier function, which is computed using
the weight vectors and the extracted HOG descriptor. (Perera A.G.N.T,2015)
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Figure 2.63: FPGA Compatible HOG Algorithm [21]

Edge Detection Module

Current implementation uses the gradients of the image to compute the HOG descriptor therefore
edge detection is carried out without the image thresholding. Further for this HOG implementation
direction and the magnitude of the gradient is required. The magnitude of gradient is computed
in the given implementation as shown in the following figure by approximating it to the modular
addition of gradient in X and Y directions. Same gradients would be reused for calculating the
orientation of gradients, by the inverse tangent of y to x ratio of gradients. (Perera A.G.N.T,2015)
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Figure 2.64: Magnitude of Gradient Computation in edge detection module [21]

Orientation Binning

First the magnitude and the orientation of gradients are computed using the modular addition ap-
proximation and tangent of x direction and Y direction gradients. However to optimize the inverse
tangent and division in orientation calculation for FPGA a technique has been used. Orientation
binning segments domain that the inverse tangent may fall which is from -900 to 900 into 9 equal
bins bounded by angles -900 , -700 , -500, -300, -100 ,100 ,300 ,500 , 700, 900. In summery
the orientation binning stage determines which bin the orientation of gradients belongs into. (Per-
era A.G.N.T,2015)
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Histogram Creation

Upon determining, which bin the orientation of gradient belongs a histogram is created by consid-
ering a cell of 64 (8x8) neighboring pixels, where one cell maps into one histogram beyond this
stage. X-axis represented by bin no and Y-axis by the cumulative sum of the magnitudes belonging
into a specific bin.

Figure 2.65: Cell Consideration for Histogram Creation [21]

Block Overlapping and Normalization

Normalization uses the following overlapping scheme where four neighboring cells are considered
as a single block. Then upon shifting by one cell, which overlaps with 2 left side cells of the
previous block a new block is formed as shown in the following figure (Perera A.G.N.T,2015)

Figure 2.66: Block Overlapping [21]

Following shown structure has been used for Normalization, which employs L2 norm computation
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technique on 36 bins within one block while 4 bins are accepted parallel from the four cells for 9
times serially. First L2 norm is computed upon accumulating 36 bins. Then division is performed
to obtain 1/L2, which would then be multiplied by each bin to give the normalized histogram.

Figure 2.67: L2 Norm block [21]

Figure 2.68: Block Overlapping Mechanism [21]

Upon performing the normalization the four histograms (each of 9 bins) would be packed into the
HOG feature vector (one dimension) which is 3780 in size for an image/ window of size 3780.

Figure 2.69: Packing of Histograms into HOG Feature Vector [21]
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Classifier

Upon performing the HOG descriptor computation the object classification (Or human classifica-
tion specific to this application) is carried out using a Support Vector Machine (SVM). The SVM
could be modeled by the following evaluation function. The support vectors have been extracted
upon training carried out on Matlab with INRIA person dataset for upright human figure detection.
(?,?)

c =
∑

αiK(si, x) + b (Equation 2.1)

• K: Kernel Function (for a liner kernel K is a dot product)

• S: Support Vectors (can be found from Matlab SVM training)

• alpha: Alpha (can be found from Matlab SVM training)

• Si: Classifying Vector

• b:Bias

For a liner kernel, K the above function could be simplified into a dot product as shown below
which saves FPGA resources. (?,?)

c = weightvector.x+ b (Equation 2.2)

weightvector =
∑

αisi (Equation 2.3)

Therefore, following mechanism has been used for classification. The dot product is performed
over the entire HOG descriptor/Vector by accumulating serial results. In summery if the result
of final kernel function (C) is negative a detection is made that a human figure is present and if
the result is positive its concluded that no human figure is present. Then the detection window
(128x64) would be moved from one cell each until it sweeps across and covers the entire frame of
size (640x480) where the following kernel function is evaluated at each location of the detection
window. (Perera A.G.N.T,2015)

Figure 2.70: Classifier [21]
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Current Performance of HOG detector

Performance in terms of processing delay/ latency of the current HOG implementation could be
summarized as shown in the following table according to the documentation (Perera A.G.N.T,2015).

Table 2.8: Hardware Utilization [21]

Stage Delay/ Latency (us)

Gradient computation 4098us

Histogram creation 4098us

Normalizing 39us

Classifying 42us

It works on detection windows of size 128x64 pixels and pixels are streamed serially into the gra-
dient computation unit and upon computing the gradient orientation binning, histogram creation,
normalization and classification happens window wise for a single window of 64x128 pixels.

Second attempt of transferring this implementation into a stream processable implementation with
a fashion closer to a sequential machine at 60 fps without using a pipelining, throughput scaling
or an architeture has failed to meet the throughput or the desired HOG functionality.

Figure 2.71: Performance of Previous Functional Implementation
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The processing time of the best working version which process a single 128x64 window in 21ms.
Therefore the throughput of the best working version could be approximated as follows:(purely
hypothetical throughput approximately calculated provided it could process a video of successive
VGA size frames)

Size of window = 64x128

Time to process the above window = 21.05ms

Standard size of a VGA frame= 640x480

Therefore approximated time= 37.5 x 21.05 ms = 789.375 ms

Therefore approximated throughput= 0.001266 fps.

Therefore in this I wish to extend this work in order to build a high performance stream process-
ing architecture for real time video processing of the above Histogram of Gradient Computation
to achieve the same functionality but with adequate throughput and capability for processing a
stream fashioned real world video stream where this functional implementation will be used as a
functional reference for my work. Further the behaviour of the above algorithm will be packaged
into an accelerator with additional control and write back controllers and AXI based buses for
interfacing it with the host CPU in a System-On-Chip(SoC) fashion for hardware acceleration to
offload this process from the CPU. Finally the generic drivers will encapsulate the behavior of the
this accelerator as a hardware thread for the software running on the processor.

2.4 Sequencing Methods of Advanced Sequential Logic Circuits and Principles of

Flip-Flop based and Latch based Pipelining.

In contrast to combinational logic states in which current outputs depends on the current inputs
sequential circuits output depends on both current state driven by the previous sequence of inputs
and outputs and the current inputs. Two most dominant types of sequential circuits are Finite State
Machines and Pipelines. (Harris,2017) Sequencing or adding some memory to a digital system
allows it to be driven by the state or the sequence in addition to the combinational inputs.

Most commonly used sequencing elements are latches and flip-flops which performs sequencing
or sampling data on logic level/state of the clock and the edge of the clock respectively. Following
illustrates the sequencing overhead or the additional delay for the operation of the sequencing
element which added on to the process.
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Figure 2.72: Sequencing Delay of Latches and Flip Flops Respectively [41]

Several static sequencing methods could be illustrated as shown in the following diagrams. For
providing timing to the sequencing elements a trigger signal should be used such as: (Harris,2017)

• Single clock signal which has symmetric high and low intervals exactly half of its period.

• Two phase system could be with two clocks with a phase shift among them. Two phase
systems yield the most robust sequencing and least vulnerable to timing issues and data
uncertainty therefore which is the most widely used in advanced digital system design.

• Double data rate sequencing which is another two phase system which uses flip flops at the
opposite edges of the same clock at cosequative stages instead of two clocks, which could
be accomplished by using two clocks phase shifted by 180 too.

• Pulsed system could be used which uses a pulse which has asymmetric high and low inter-
vals.

Following diagram illustrates few such examples a flip-flop based single clock mechanism, latch
based phase shifted latch mechanism and a pulsed latched mechanism respectively. (Harris,2017)
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Figure 2.73: Examples of Sequencing Methods[41]

Flip flop based single clock sequencing use flip flop at each cycle boundary denoted by an edge
of a clock. If a token arrives too early it waits until the respective edge of the next clock cycle.
If latches are used as shown in the second illustration two phase shifted clocks has to be used as
Latches are triggered on state in contrast to edges. Those clocks could be compliment of each
other having a non-overlapping margin of tnonoverlap. Each combinational element at each stage
has a half a cycle which is exactly half of clock period in a compliment clock case. At any given
time at least one clock is low which makes the latch opaque locking the token at the last time
it was high. This token is held constant until the high state in the next cycle. Since two high
states does not overlap during the time the this latch is opaque next latch driven by the other clock
remains opaque during the non-overlap period (if tnonoverlap¿0)and goes transparent again at the
next high state which exposes the results/token coming out from the combinational logic to the
next stage which gets locked with the clock going low. This prevents two consecutive tokens from
catching up with each other. Similarly same robustness could be achieved with Dual Data rate
(DDR) Flip Flops where two consecutive flip flops driven by same edge of two complementary
clocks or opposite edges of the same clock. In the pulsed latch system short pulses are given to
trigger the latches. During the period the pulse is high the latch is transparent and as it goes low
it locks the token until the next pulse. Therefore the token advances by one cycle at each pulse.
(Harris,2017)
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Table 2.9: Sequencing elements timing notation [41]

Term Name

tpd Logic Propagation Delay

tcd Logic Contamination Delay

tpcq Latch/ Flop Clock-to-Q Propagation Delay

tccq Latch/ Flop Clock-to-Q Contamination Delay

tpdq Latch D-to-Q Propagation Delay

tcdq Latch D-to-Q contamination Delay

tsetup Latch/Flop setup Time

thold Latch/Flop Hold Time

Figure 2.74: Delay Components Illustrated for Combinational Logic[41]

In above figure part(a) shows the response of combinational logic element to a changing input
A. After a period of contamination delay (tcd) the output starts to glitch which is unstable and
it settles off to the final value ,good to accepted by the next stage after a period of propagation
delay(tpd). Individual wires corresponding to a single value/signal may be routed over many paths
which results in the above phenomena. Contamination delay is reached when the first change
appears in a particular path whereas propagation delay is when all the wires in the signal have
propagated the change in inputs to the output end. (Harris,2017)

Figure 2.75: Delay Components Illustrated for Flip Flops[41]

Above illustrates the delay components of a flip flop. Data should be stable prior to the rising edge
of the clock at minimum for a time of setup time (tsetup) and remain constant for a minimum of
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hold time (thold) for it to be reliably sampled. The change in input D starts to appear on output
Q after a clock to Q contamination delay (tpcq) and completely settles after a time of clock to Q
propagation delay (tpcq) . (Harris,2017)

Figure 2.76: Delay Components Illustrated for Flip Flops[41]

In a latch, it remains transparent D to Q during the high state of the clock and sampling/latching
happens around the falling edge of the clock. When clock is rising the latch starts becoming
transparent at clock-to-Q contamination delay tccq and completely settles after a clock-to-Q prop-
agation delay tpcq. The input D should be stable before a setup time tsetup prior to the falling
edge of the clock and be stable for a time of t hold for it be successfully sampled. tcdq and tpdg
represents the contamination delay and the propagation delay if the data D fluctuates during the
transparent period for it to appear on output Q. (Harris,2017)

Max-Delay Constrains of Sequencing and Pipelining of Edge Triggered Flip Flops

Setup time failure or max delay failure is defined as the failure to produce the correct values to
be prior to setup time of the receiving sequencing element due to combinational delay and hold
time of sequencing element at source. This produce wrong results which is termed as a node
failure which should be eliminated by redesigning the logic to be faster or increasing the clock
period / decreasing the clock frequency. Assuming ideal clocks with no clock skew (tskew=0)
max delay timing constrains for a pipeline stage from flip-flop to flip-flop could be derived as
follows. (Harris,2017)

Figure 2.77: Max Delay Constrains on a Flip Flop to Flip Flop Pipeline Stage[41]

For the above system clock period should be greater than at-least the sum of all delays in between
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the triggering of F1 to triggering of F2 in the next rising edge namely hold time of F1, Propa-
gation delay of the combinational logic and the setup time the data to be held constant for F2.
(Harris,2017) Therefore:

Tc ≥ tpcq + tpd + tsetup (Equation 2.4)

Which could be rearranged to highlight the maximum allowable propagation delay of the combi-
national elements. Hold time of F1 and setup time of F2 could be combined as the sequencing
overhead which the extra delay is added due to sequencing. Yet sequencing and pipelining drasti-
cally improves the performance of the system (Harris,2017) architecturally in contrast.

tpd ≤ Tc − (tsetup + tpcq) (Equation 2.5)

Similarly in the case of DDR with dual edge triggered flip flops the token from the source flip
flop should be available at the receiving flip flop triggered at the opposite edge before the setup
time. The total time in between the two flip flops is limited to Tc/2 since the total duration is from
positive edge to negative edge or negative edge to positive edge. Therefore:

Tc/2 ≥ tpcq + tpd + tsetup (Equation 2.6)

This could be rearranged for total allowable propagation delay as:

tpd ≤ Tc
2

− (tpcq + tsetup) (Equation 2.7)

tpd ≤ Tc
2

− sequencing overhead (Equation 2.8)

Min-Delay Constrains of Sequencing and Pipelining of Edge Triggered Flip Flops

When the contamination delay between two flip flop stages is neglebable or if its an end to end
bypass wire connected across two flip flops and when the hold time is large the phenomenon called
race condition happens where a token propagate through two successive pipeline stages in a single
clock cycle. This race condition is termed as hold-time failure and min-delay failure could not be
fixed by reducing the clock but only by redesign of logic which is very expensive and even a single
node failing the min delay may lead to failure of the complete chip which could not be fixed by
reducing the clock. (Harris,2017)

Following illustrates the min delay constrains from a flip flop to another triggered at the same edge
of the clock.
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Figure 2.78: Min Delay Constrain of Flip Flops[41]

Hold time of the second flip flop should be smaller than the total of clock to Q1 contamination
delay and the contamination delay of the combinational logic for it to make sure that the sampling
of the first token is completed before the effect from the following token overwrite/ affect it.
(Harris,2017)

thold ≤ tccq − tcd (Equation 2.9)

tcd ≥ thold − tccq (Equation 2.10)

The most widely used technique for eliminating the min delay failure is to use DDR or dual edge
triggered pipelines where consecutive stages are triggered at the opposite edges of the clock. This
ensures the robustness and the reliability of the system as sampling of consecutive stages happens
at two different times half a clock cycle away. (Harris,2017)

Clock Skew

Practically due to the parasitic delay induced according to how the clock is routed it may have
positive or negative skew which deviates the timing constrains from the ideal behavior.
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Figure 2.79: Effect of Clock Skew on Max delay constrains [41]

The worst case scenario for maximum delay is when the sending flip flop receives the clock late
and the receiving flip flop receives the clock early. Therefore the maximum allowable propagation
delay for combinational logic further reduces.

tpd ≤ Tc − (tpcq + tsetup + tskew) (Equation 2.11)

The worst case for min delay is that the launching flip flop receives the clock early and receiving
clock receives the clock late. This skew adds up and increases the minimum contamination delay
as shown follows which favors by increasing the minimum delay constraint to a higher value.
(Harris,2017)

Figure 2.80: Effect of clock skew on Min delay constrains [41]

Tcd ≥ thold − tccq + tskew (Equation 2.12)
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CHAPTER 3

DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

3.1 Design Overview

Overview of the SoC Design derived upon rigorous research for the hardware acceleration of real
time stream processing could be illustrated as follows. The SoC comprises mainly of two parts
the hardwired Processing Subsystem with dual ARM A9 cores on Zynq 7000 and the Hardware
accelerator implemented on the FPGA Fabric of Zynq 7000, AXI interconnects integrating them
together with a shared memory approach.

Figure 3.1: System on Chip (SoC) Overview
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The hardware accelerator co-process a heavy load of computations on the real-time video stream
offloading the processor. Hardware accelerator is an application specific hardware core imple-
mented purely on hardware in this case for performing Histogram of Gradients (HOG) descriptor
and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier stream fashioned computations which are inher-
ently heavy to be processed on a general-purpose processor with adequate throughput. This not
only helps in achieving high performance on an embedded system with limited computing power
but also preserves the processing power of the processor for running other light weight applica-
tions. Processor sees the accelerator as a memory mapped peripheral. This peripheral/ accelerator
reserves a portion of the processors physical memory map. Therefore, it could perform read and
write operations to memory addresses belonging to the accelerator. For the control of the accel-
erator at minimum two registers are needed namely status register and control register. Therefore
AXI 4 Lite bus connects the Processing Subsystem with the accelerator by encapsulating the above
registers of size 32 bits as a single AXI lite slave peripheral housing them. Processor could per-
form write transactions to the control register which is directly wired to the control unit. Then
on the other hand controller could directly write to the status register which could be read from
processor in order to fetch the ongoing status of the accelerator. Looking deeper into the accel-
erator it comprises of a deep pipeline for processing the video data which acts as the data path
and a separate control unit for controlling it. Control unit reads control register for commands
issued by the processor controls the data path accordingly and presents the status of the acceler-
ator to the processor via the status register. Additionally, the Finite State Machine (FSM) in the
controller conceptually acts as the medium of translation between the hardware accelerator which
is inherently parallel to the software running on the processing system which is inherently sequen-
tial. This exploits the possibility of encapsulating the behavior of the accelerator as a hardware
thread for the software running on the processor. The HOG algorithm could be trained for various
applications basically for detecting various target objects. In addition to the above two registers
weight vector configuration register bank implemented with a Memory Mapped Block Random
Access Memory (BRAM) is used to transfer weight vector obtained from training from appli-
cation user space/ system memory to the accelerator without altering the hardware. This makes
the accelerator completely flexible for the application programmer where it could be reused for
different applications trained to detect various objects without having to alter the hardware and
it completely encapsulates the hardware making it identical to using the corresponding software
library. The output writeback channel is designed for transferring the video analytic data or the
detection results from the extracted from the video stream to the application user space/ system
memory. Implementation comprises of a AXI stream controller which converts the randomly ar-
riving pieces of data into an AXI Stream and buffers it in a First In First Out (FIFO) que which
could buffer the AXI Stream Words. Direct Memory Access engine with AXI Master Capability
fetches the words from the FIFO and writes it to a given location in the system memory. In an-
other words DMA access as an interface between AXI Stream and AXI Memory Mapped devices.
In addition to above to ensure optimum real time functionality two interrupts are used from the
accelerator to the processing system. First interrupt denotes the completion of each frame which
is cleared once a write back acknowledgement is received through the control channel. Second

interrupt is generated and managed by the DMA to denote the end of write back data which
flags the software that the results could be read. For better management of the system and for
enhancing the flexibility for the application programming real time operating system could be
deployed on the processor. The drivers could further encapsulate the complexity of the hardware
and present the behavior of the accelerator as a hardware thread to the software which needs
hardware acceleration.
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3.1.1 Development of the Stream Processing Architecture

Stream Processing Core/ Data path acts as the heart of the hardware accelerator handling all the
heavy data.

To achieve high performance processing the stream architectural techniques were explored which
mainly should exploit both pixel level parallelism and frame level parallelism, improve hardware
utilization and cut-down redundant computations to enhance the throughput.

Following high performance concepts and techniques mainly used in general purpose domain were
explored in application specific domain for their feasibility in that regard:

• Pipelining: Improves pixel level parallelism where different data items could be processed
on different stages simultaneously.

• Deep sub-pipelining: Each stage was further sub pipelined for exploiting the simultaneous
processing on various stages.

• Increasing Machine Width: Several data items processed in parallel with the cost of extra
hardware

• Hardware Reuse: Certain hardware resources could be efficiently managed and reused over
different time periods without having to replicate which does not improve performance but
improves hardware utilization.

• Computation Reuse: Certain computations could be reused without re-computation and
which minimizes the amount of processing required for a specific task.

• Robust Buffering Techniques: supports the parallelism with efficient access to data, storing
and retrieving.

• Multicore Processing: Process multiple frames in parallel on multiple cores, which could
be used for multi-scale detection to improve frame level parallelism.

Overview of the derived architecture for the high-performance stream processing pipeline/ data-
path could be illustrated as follows:
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Figure 3.2: Stream Processing Pipeline/ Data path Pipeline

Hardware was developed with Verilog HDL using Xilinx based design tools and Implemented and
Prototyped on Zynq 7000 Series FPGA to verify the functionality.

Stream Processor Pipeline Stages

Design was done by taking into consideration the above factors in order to achieve high perfor-
mance. As the first approach of increasing parallelism while keeping the hardware utilization
minimal the design was broken down into many pipelining stages as below and they were broken
down into even more sub pipeline stages forming a deep pipeline.

1. Video Front End and Format Conversion: 24-bit pixel data stream at 100MHz pixel clock with
8 bits for each color channel is fed into the pipeline upon passing through the computation block
for RGB to gray scale conversion which outputs a stream of 8-bit grayscale video to the system
with a pixel clock

2. Pixel Row Cache: Caches up-to three consecutive rows of pixel data with a buffer mechanism
designed to deliver high performance to the pixel convolution which is the starting process of next
stage. This could support a high-performance 3x3 convolution arithmetic. Caching stage issue the
data required for performing a 3x3 convolution in a single clock cycle in parallel where 4 adjacent
pixels are concatenated into a single (32 bit word) and three such words corresponding to three
rows are issued. Further it issues consecutive data in consecutive clock cycles which similar to
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sweeping the kernel matrix from one position to another this continuity is maintained across rows.
Completion of one row simultaneously discard the first most pixel row and accept a new row and
upon completion of one row it will issue the data corresponding to the initial position of the kernel
matrix for the new row. Stall signal which inversely translates to an enable signal to pipeline stages
is generated at this front end and issued to stall the pipeline in between each frame until minimum
required pixels are buffered and during the blanking period in-between rows where no useful data
is received.

3. Pipeline 1 Gradient Computation Arithmetic Unit: Then it is fed into 4 wide computation
units for gradient computation (convolution) in X and Y directions. These computations are 4
wide and internally sub-pipelined for maximum performance and throughput. Then the computed
results namely Ix[10:0] and Iy[9:0] which are components of gradients in X and Y directions are
registered at the pipeline buffer at the output end on the rising edge of the clock, which holds
above data and separates the gradient computation and orientation binning stages.

4. Pipeline 2 Orientation Binning: At the corresponding clock cycle data is read by the orientation
binning stage which reduces machine width from 4:1 and computes the magnitude and the direc-
tion of the gradients and compute the bin address based on the above results, which is required
for histogram creation. Orientation binning stage is internally pipelined with 2 stages for higher
performance and throughput.

5. Pipeline 3 Histogram Creation: Histogram Creation stage accepts the magnitude of the gradient
and the corresponding bin that the gradient belongs and accumulates it into the corresponding
memory location which holds the bin. Histogram is generated on a per cell basis. A cell is defined
as a neighborhood of 8x8 pixels. Therefore, the histogram keeps accumulating bins for a period of
8 consecutive pixel rows. A buffer bank implemented with 3 BRAMs is employed in the histogram
creation stage. BRAMs are used in alternative fashion among the consecutive cell rows namely
for accumulating/ writing bins, reading the final histograms and for clearing in alternatively in
a circular fashion. Histogram Creation Stage is internally pipelined with 7 stages for achieving
higher throughput.

6. Pipeline 4 Normalization: Normalization stage reads the finalized histograms from the his-
togram stage as a stream of bins from first bin to the ninth bin of each histogram and from first
histogram of each cell row to the last. Normalization policy overlaps the 4 neighboring cells there-
fore at least two consecutive cell rows should be accumulated. Upon accumulating two cell rows
they are issued to the normalization stage which normalizes them with L2 Norm and packs into a
single row of row-wise HOG descriptor which is read from the classifier in order.

7. Pipeline 5 Classification (Implements SVM Classifier): Classification stage implements a Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) for classifying between positive and negative results. HOG descriptor
could be trained to detect a target object of applications choice. The result from training is termed
as the weight vector and the HOG descriptor extracted from the image to be detected is termed as
the HOG feature vector. The dot product is obtained in-between the vectors belonging to a window
are computed and final result is used to classify in between the presence of target object (positive)
and absence of target object (negative). As the HOG descriptor is fed as cell row wise instead
of window wise, the implementation is much complex and a BRAM buffer is used to accumulate
the running sum of products of each window/ window position until the completion which holds
a memory location for each evaluated window. When the sum of products belonging to a single
window position is complete the final evaluation is made based on the final sum of products value.

The architectural implementation of the stream processing pipeline/ data-path could be presented
as shown below abstracted to the main stages with interface signals and data. Each main stage is
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further subdivided into many sub-pipeline stages.

Figure 3.3: Stream Processing Pipeline Overview Divided Among Main Stages

Above illustration could be split for better viewing as follows:
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Figure 3.4: Stream Processing Pipeline Overview Part 1

Figure 3.5: Stream Processing Pipeline Overview Part 2

RGB to Gray Conversion Logic

RGB to Gray conversion was accomplished by using the following purely combinational logic
block where different color channels have slightly different weights on the gray scale. The division
was accomplished by combining several logical right shifts and summing them.
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Figure 3.6: RGB to Gray Logic Block

Pixel Caching/Buffer Mechanism to Support High Performance Parallel Convolu-

tion

A novel buffer mechanism was designed to support high performance computing of convolution
arithmetic with high degree of parallel processing. Further, this design is specific for manipulat-
ing a convolution with a 3x3-kernel matrix but the architectural framework could be adopted for
further applications.

BRAMs provide a robust logic resource for storing data with a RAM structure on FPGA alongside
with the address decoding logic. It comprises of a linear array of addresses with configurable/
variable address width. It comprises of true or logical ports for reading and writing and each port
comprises of address bus, data bus, and clock and read/write enable signals (optionally). Further, it
can go up to a maximum of true dual port where only two addresses are accessible simultaneously.

Taking these constrains into consideration following mechanism was developed which could fa-
cilitates buffering the serial stream of pixels into corresponding addresses and reading/ accessing
a block of pixels simultaneously as shown in the following illustrations. As shown below 3 rows
with 4 pixels from each row could be accessed where it is simultaneously fed for the computation
unit for convolution. Then the reading addresses are incremented and updated mimicking the pro-
cess of sweeping the kernel matrix across frame. Carry-outs and Carry-ins are used to maintain
the continuity across pixel blocks where Carry-outs from each block are used as Carry-ins to the
next block.
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Figure 3.7: Pixel Block/ Region undergoing convolution in parallel

Using the above block 4 convolutions could be computed in parallel. To be able to access above
data blocks, three banks of BRAM should be present which could buffer at least 3 pixel rows
with each address 32bits wide, which accommodates 4 adjacent pixels from each row into a single
address. Then three different respective addresses from each BRAM produces the above three
rows as shown in the following diagram. Further write address is common to all the BRAMs,
which starts from 0 and increments upto 480 until its round wrapped to 0 again. Therefore, data
would be duplicated in all three BRAMs. When the minimum necessary pixels are buffered read
operation initiates from different offsets where respective pixels (vertically adjacent across rows)
belonging to three different pixel rows are read simultaneously.

Figure 3.8: Pixel Buffering Conceptual Illustration

Further when read address on BRAM 1 upon reading address 159 finishes one row and moves to
data belonging to second row which starts from 160. Meanwhile BRAM 2 moves from second
row to third row and BRAM 3 moves from third row to fourth row data, which is stored from
address 0 of BRAM 3 again due to the round wrapping nature of write address which overwrites
first row by each fourth coming row. Following illustrate the initial position of read and write
address when the read transaction is initiated on each frame.

The compete hardware implementation of the above system is shown below:
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Figure 3.9: Buffer Mechanism for Parallel Convolution
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High Performance Arithmetic Unit for Gradient Computation in Parallel (4 wide)

Pixels are read from the above buffer where 4 pixels are concatenated into one memory address.
Three BRAMs source the three rows which completes the following pixel segment. Therefore,
at each clock cycle convolution operation is computed on a 12 pixels segment in parallel without
pipelining or additional performance enhancement.

Gradient Computation in X Direction

Gradient computation in X direction uses the following kernel matrix:1 0 −1
1 0 −1
1 0 −1


Therefore, instead of conventional sequential recursive computation at each anchor pixel and
sweeping across the columns and rows following mechanism was used to achieve high perfor-
mance, minimize hardware utilization, and reuse results while cutting down unnecessary compu-
tations. Sum of each pixel column is computed in parallel as it could be reused many times as a
basic building box representing the column of 1s on the kernel matrix. Next instead of multiplying
pixel values with -1 for each pixel on the column difference of pixel columns were taken across
the column belonging to anchor pixel while skipping that column in the center. Therefore on each
column 4 Ix values are computed parallel. The buffer supports functionality similar to sweeping
of kernel matrix across a pixel row by providing the next adjacent 4 pixels to the computation on
the next clock cycle. Carry-outs from one clock cycles are used as carry- ins to the next cycle to
accomplish the continuity across the pixel rows.

Figure 3.10: Conceptual Diagram of X Direction Gradient Computation

The actual hardware implementation of the above stage is shown below where the stages of ob-
taining the sum and the difference were split into two pipeline stages by using a pipeline buffer
in the middle for even higher performance. Therefore, while the difference is taken for one set of
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pixels the sum stage could be performed for the next set of pixels simultaneously which doubles
the throughput. Prior to processing pixels are captured from the concatenated BRAM output bus
and padded with an extra zero on the MSB with an extra pipelining stage.

Figure 3.11: Pipelined High Performance Gradient Computation Unit in X Direction

Gradient computation in Y direction uses the following kernel matrix:
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−1 −1 −1
0 0 0
1 1 1


Therefore, instead of conventional sequential recursive computation at each anchor pixel and
sweeping across the columns and rows following mechanism was used to achieve high perfor-
mance, minimize hardware utilization, and reuse results while cutting down unnecessary compu-
tations. Difference between each pixel at third row and first row is computed for each column in
parallel as it could be reused many times as a basic building block. Next sum of adjoining three
such columns is taken where it includes all nine elements covered by the kernel matrix. Therefore,
on each column 4 Ix values are computed parallel which corresponds to the anchor pixel at each
kernel matrix position. The buffer supports functionality similar to sweeping of kernel matrix
across a pixel row by providing the next adjacent 4 pixels to the computation on the next clock
cycle. Carry-outs from one clock cycles are used as carry- ins to the next cycle to accomplish the
continuity across the pixel rows.

Figure 3.12: Conceptual Diagram of Y Direction Gradient Computation

The actual hardware implementation of the above stage is shown below where the stages of ob-
taining the difference and the sum were split into two pipeline stages by using a pipeline buffer in
the middle for even higher performance. Therefore, while the sum is taken for one set of pixels
the difference stage could be performed for the next set of pixels simultaneously which doubles
the throughput. Prior to processing pixels are captured from the concatenated BRAM output bus
and padded with an extra zero on the MSB with an extra pipelining stage.
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Figure 3.13: Pipelined High Performance Gradient Computation Unit in Y Direction

Orientation Binnig Includes computing the magnitude and the direction of the gradient at each pair
of Ix and Iy values based on them assigning it the bin address required for the histogram creation.
The same technique used by previous research [20] to eliminate inverse tangent operation and
division would be used where magnitude and sign of each gradient component is separated and
Iy component multiplied by 1000 and Ix component is multiplied by the tangent of the bounding
angle and finally these two products are compared which eliminates the Iy by Ix division and the
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inverse tangent operation. This overall process was segmented into 3 pipeline stages which makes
the throughput three times as shown in the following conceptual illustration.

Figure 3.14: Orientation Binning Conceptual Diagram

The actual hardware implementation of the above design is shown below. Further implementation
was used by eliminating unnecessary logic implementation and enhancing hardware reuse and
sharing results:
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Figure 3.15: Orientation Binning Hardware Implementation
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Pipeline for Histogram Creation

Histogram creation pipeline accept the magnitude of the gradient and the specific bin the gradient
belongs in order to create the histogram. The frame is divided into groups of 8x8 neighboring
cells for each of which a histogram is created. Therefore, a minimum of 8 consecutive pixel rows
should be considered. Each bin is stored in a distinct memory address location in the BRAM buffer
bank. Target address is computed based on the number of bin within the cell to which a gradient
fall into and the location of the cell in the frame. The specific bin or in other words the memory
address is constantly updated when a new gradient that falls into the same bin/location arrives.
Further three BRAMs are used as a bank for storing histograms for consecutive rows. The buffers
switch alternatively in between writing/updating, reading and resetting/flushing which completely
managed by the address and read write enable logic. Histogram creation effectively has 6 stages
and the first stage of overlaps with the second stage of the orientation binning pipeline. Histogram
creation only pipeline components could be illustrated as shown below:

Figure 3.16: Histogram Creation Conceptual Diagram

The actual implementation of the stages and logic relevant to histogram creation only could be
shown below:
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Figure 3.17: Histogram Creation Stage Implementation

As there is an overlap of pipelining stages corresponding to orientation binning and histogram
creation a combined version of orientation binning and histogram creation could be presented as
follows.
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Figure 3.18: Conceptual Diagram of Orientation Binnig and Histogram Creation
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Figure 3.19: Actual Implementation of Orientation Binning and Histogram Creation
Stages Overlapping Together
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Pipeline for Normalization

Normalizing pipeline is responsible for overlapping each 2x2 four neighboring cells which is
termed a block in sliding window fashion and normalize them with the L2 normalization tech-
nique. L2 normalization technique initially compute the L2 norm square which is the sum squares
of all elements considered for normalization. Each cell has 9 bins and each block has 4 cells there-
fore the total number of bins sums up to 36. Therefore, first the sum of squares should be obtained
for these 36 elements then the square root should be obtained. Then 1/L2 is obtained by diving L2
by 1. Finally, each element should be multiplied by the 1/L2.

This is a heavy process to be implemented on hardware and further computation of square root
incurs a large number of clock cycles. Therefore, hardware infrastructure for normalization should
have a mechanism to compute the L2 square of 36 elements. Due to the cost of hardware to issue
36 bins/elements parallelly, 4 corresponding bins were issued instead from each cell parallelly
and accumulate the sum of squares over 9 consecutive clock cycles serially for consecutive bins
(1-9) where a sum of square of 36 bins are considered for computing the L2 norm square. For
this a buffer bank comprising of 2 dual port BRAMs were used which buffers two consecutive
cell rows alternatively where writing cell rows into buffers switch alternatively among consecutive
cell rows. Two bins from two ports of each BRAM could be issued which belongs to one cell row
and 4 ports of two dual port BRAMs completes the four bins. The reading and writing process is
completely managed by the read and write address and enable computation logic which produces
corresponding addresses each clock cycle.

Figure 3.20: Buffer Mechanism to Issue 4 bins/cells in parallel

In summery cell rows are buffered alternatively and 2 bins are issued from each BRAM with an
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offset of 9 addresses in between. (nth bin of one cell and the nth bin of the next cell). Once 9
cycles are completed the sum squares of 36 bins are accumulated which completes the L2 square
which is sampled as the input of square root computation core.

Figure 3.21: Compute Sum of Squares and Accumulate Over 9 Bins

Once the L2 norm square is computed L2 norm should be computed by obtaining the square
root which takes a large number of clock cycles depending on the hardware utilized. For this
implementation, the Xilinx IP core for square root computation based on Coordinate Rotation
Digital Computer (CORDIC) was used which has the best performance of 36 clock cycles delay
for a 32bit input with internal pipelining where input data could be issued at each clock cycle.
Upon computing the L2 norm square 1/L2 is computed by using a fixed-point division core. Upon
obtaining the 1/L2 it should be multiplied by each individual bin. For this the individual data
items/bins used at the input of the L2 square computation should be forwarded to the output of the
1/L2 computation with a delay of 45 clock cycles. This is accomplished by four parallel FIFOs for
each bin with a 8 bit width and 45 depth implemented by using BRAMs where read and addresses
are computed in a circular buffer fashion with an offset of 45 addresses in-between. Finally, each
item is multiplied by 1/L2 where four multiplications happen in parallel.
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Figure 3.22: L2 Norm computation and bin forwarding to be multiplied

To accommodate multiplication in between consecutive flip flop stages/ pipeline buffers operating
at both edges of the clock/ DDR(Dual Data Rate) with adequate delay and safety margin for setup
and hold a down clocked frequency of th of the system clock or 4x of system clock period was
used was used through-out the pipeline which is the bin clock. Beyond the multiplication, each
element was divided by 256 for further scaling which was accomplished by right shift and was
clocked up back into the system clock.

Figure 3.23: Switching between clock domains

Finally, some sophisticated circuitry was employed to pack the cells into the HOG descriptor
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which was stored in a BRAM as a linear array by computing target addresses for each bin of cell.
Each neighboring 4 cells are packed in order as mentioned previously on the block overlapping
policy.

Figure 3.24: Logic for packing bins into hog descriptor buffer by computing target
addresses

The overall normalization pipeline could be illustrated conceptually as shown in the first figure
which consist of L2 stages.

The next figure illustrates the overall implementation of the normalization with all signals involved
in the design.
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Figure 3.25: Normalization Pipeline Conceptual Diagram
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Figure 3.26: Normalization Pipeline
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Pipeline for Classification

For performing the classification, a SVM classifier was implemented with a 9-stage pipeline. Ini-
tially the HOG descriptor address is computed and issued to the read port of the buffer for HOG
descriptor at the end of previous normalize pipeline. Then other control signals are computed
which index each computed window uniquely. Parallelly the weight vector address is computed
which will fetch the trained weight vector one element per clock cycle. Initially before the accel-
erator start the HOG weight vector which is trained externally is transferred to the weight vector
ROM from PS via the AXI full interconnect where its implemented with an AXI memory mapped
BRAM .

Figure 3.27: First four stages of Classification Pipeline

In the next stage, the starting value/ base for the window evaluation is selected. As the HOG
descriptor is fed in terms of the block rows of each frame which overlaps with many evaluation
windows. Evaluation window is sized 15X7 block rows, but block rows of the HOG descriptor
are streamed frame row wise. Therefore, to complete the accumulation of sum of products of all
blocks of each evaluation window accumulation is paused and resumed many times over 15 frame
rows. The above-mentioned base is set to the bias which is a constant of 73220 at the start of
each new evaluation window. It is set to the previous sum to resume the accumulation which was
stored in sum of products buffer when switching to a new window. When continuing with the
same window base is fed back with the immediate accumulated sum of product result produced in
the previous cycle for further accumulation. On the next pipeline stage, the corresponding element
or bin of block from weights ROM and HOG Descriptor buffer are multiplied together and added
to the base selected in the previous cycle which completes the accumulation across all elements of
a window which is paused and resumed when moving across windows.
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Figure 3.28: Base Selection and Few Stages of Classification Pipeline

Window read address is forwarded and made used again after 4 cycles for storing back the updated
sum to the same location. Once the final sum of products is accumulated to complete the dot
product on a single frame the final classification/ detection is made based on the value. By default,
the threshold is set to zero. Therefore, if the final sum of products is lesser than threshold by default
zero a positive classification is made which is otherwise negative. Every positive classification
triggers the detection flags. Further at every positive detection, top left corner coordinates of the
detection window is reverse computed, concatenated into a 32 bit word and fed into the write-back
FIFO along with the write-back data enable denoted by the detection flag.
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Figure 3.29: Complete Classification Pipeline Conceptual Diagram
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Figure 3.30: Front end of Classification Pipeline Actual Hardware Implementation

Figure 3.31: Back End of Classification Pipeline Actual Hardware Implementation
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Figure 3.32: Classifier complete pipeline (9 Stages) actual hardware implementation
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3.1.2 Accelerator Control Unit

Accelerator controller is responsible for two things namely: 1. Control the accelerator based on
the need of the processor 2. Provide the status and of the accelerator and feedback from the
accelerator to the CPU. Further conceptually this acts as the interface between the hardware which
is parallel with the software executed on the CPU which is sequential. This is accomplished
by a finite state machine (FSM) which is implemented within the control unit. For interfacing the
accelerator with the processor in terms of control AXI Lite memory bus interconnect is used where
two memory mapped registers are housed within the accelerator namely status register and control
register. Therefore, processor sees accelerator as a memory mapped peripheral where processor
could perform a write transaction to the control register and read transaction on the status register.

Figure 3.33: Control Unit

CPU writes to the control register and the bits of the control register are mapped to the signals
driving the control FSM which controls the accelerator data path. The bitmapping of the control
register could be illustrated as follows:

Figure 3.34: Control Register Bit Map

• run: active high signals which commands the accelerator to run

• reset: active high reset signal for driving the state to reset/ initial state
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• ack: acknowledgment from processor to denote completion of reading back data upon pro-
cessing a frame used by the accelerator for clearing the frame done interrupt

• display switch: used to switch the display in-between input video stream and processed
stream

• classifier threshold: 16-bit unsigned threshold value used for making the decision for clas-
sification between positive and negative. By default, this is zero.

The accelerator reads the status and the other feedback data on to the status register. CPU reads
the status register for these information for coordinating the future executions. Bit mapping could
be illustrated as follows:

Figure 3.35: Status Register Bit Map

• status[2:0] : current status of the accelerator
000: not ready
001: system ready
010: standby
011: running
100: paused
101: done
110: clear interrupt
other: invalid

• detection result: detection positive or negative represented 1 and 0 respectively.

• number of detections: total number of detections on a frame as a 16 bit unsigned number.

Control Finite State Machine (FSM)

The control unit is centered around the finite state machine which is driven by the signals coming
from the processor through the control register and the signals coming out from the accelerator
datapath. Finally, the state determined accordingly and the feedback information is written to the
status register to be read by the processor.
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Figure 3.36: Control FSM

The control FSM consist of 7 different states. Initially controller is starts at not ready state which
is also the default state on reset. Upon receiving the system ready signal from the accelerator
which verify the availability of trained weights in the weight vector BRAM (which is read only
at runtime) and the readiness of the accelerator to perform the HOG algorithm for detecting a
target object the FSM moves to the system ready state. In system ready state system clock is
disabled which completely turns off or freezes the accelerator, in another words the clock enable
signal is set to zero. Once the processor set the run bit on the control register commanding the
accelerator to run system moves to the standby state. At standby state clock is enabled which turns
the accelerator on but system does not accept active data. Elaborating further video source is a real
time video stream entering the pipeline from the real world which is processed in real-time where
the system does not have control over the video stream. Therefore, for handling a stream of this
nature accelerator needs to be controlled to wait until the start of a new frame which is denoted by
data ready strobe. This technique further makes the system resilient in resuming and recovering
upon pausing or interruption.

The data ready signal going high shifts the FSM into the running state. At running state run
core signal is set to one which makes the pipeline accept active data which is otherwise fed with
zeros. At the running state system could continue processing the video stream and performing
detections as far as both the run signal and the system ready signal are maintained high. Upon
completion of processing a frame, system moves to the done state where the frame done interrupt
is flagged to interrupt the processor. This interrupt triggers the interrupt service routine in the
hardware drivers which performs a read operation on the status register. Processor check the if the
detection is positive and if positive reads the no of detections from the status register and waits for
the DMA transfer completion interrupt issued from DMA engine in the output write back channel
implemented with AXI Full bus independent to this. Once the DMA transfer is completed the
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detection results are already in the system memory. Therefore the processor issues the writeback
acknowledgement to the accelerator via the ack bit of the control register. If the detection is
negative the acknowledgement is set high immediately as no DMA transfer is associated.

Upon seeing the ack bit going high the FSM moves back to the running state. This process repeats
periodically until both run bit and system ready signal are high. Once at least one of them goes low
system moves to the stopped state completely shutting down the system. FSM waits for system
ready signal to be high to move to system ready state which otherwise moves directly. At the
system ready state, the system awaits the run signal which again follow the same sequence of
control.

3.1.3 Write Back Channel and Write Back Control

Writeback channel is responsible for transferring the video analytic data obtained upon processing
the video stream with HOG detection algorithm to the Processing System (PS) for further use.

The frame rate of the incoming stream is very high which makes the time available for the data
transfer is very low and the demand for bandwidth or throughput of the bus is very high. Specific
to this application HOG detection happens at 240 frames per second on many window positions
over the entire frame and each top left coordinate of each positive window position should be
transferred. The X and Y coordinates are computed as 16 bit unsigned numbers on the accelerator
which are concatenated as a 32 bit word for transfer. Further accounting for all possible window
positions the transfer channel should be able to cater up to 3780 coordinate pairs of size 32 bits
within the duration of less than 4ms in between two frames. Memory mapped approach with an
AXI Lite memory interconnect will yield inadequate results due to the high memory access time
and a read transaction should be initiated by the processor for each word of data. This additionally
adds an undesirable overhead on the processor which will be occupied throughout the transfer.
Therefore, the suitability of using a Direct Memory Access (DMA) was explored.
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Figure 3.37: Write Back Channel

DMA IP provided by Xilinx accepts input data in AXI stream and converts it into AXI memory
mapped and writes it to a given pointer on the system memory via burst capable AXI Full intercon-
nect which yields higher performance. Further processor issues only a single transaction with the
pointer to the target address and the transfer is completely offloaded from the CPU until the DMA
transfer complete interrupt is issued. Further for feeding data into the DMA, AXI Stream protocol
is required. In addition, when output data is randomly produced from the data-path it should be
buffered until being transferred without getting discarded due to writeback channel occupancy.
Therefore 32-bit wide 4096 deep AXI stream FIFO was used for making sure each word of data
produced data produced is accepted for transfer without being dropped due to channel occupancy
as shown in above illustration. Furthermore, to produce the input stream to the FIFO, data pro-
duced from the data with a native interface should be converted into AXI stream. Therefore, to
accomplish this task Write back controller was implemented with another simple FSM. Addition-
ally, an end of data signal is produced from the data-path which is translated into tlast from the
FSM will go through FIFO into the DMA. When DMA notices the completion of the word of data
corresponding to the tlast, the DMA transfer complete interrupt is issued. The input and output
interface of the write ack controller could be summarized as follows:

Input Interface:

• data [31:0]: input data from datapath 16 bit X and Y coordinates concatenated as a 32 bit
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word

• data enable: enable signal for input data

• end of data: enabled to denote the last word of data issued from the datapath

Output Interface:

• AXI Stream interface with data, tvalid, tready and tlast signaling

Figure 3.38: Write Back Control FSM

3.1.4 Generic Drivers Overview

The divers were designed for encapsulating and interfacing the hardware accelerator to the soft-
ware layer as shown below:

• run accelerator() : commands the accelerator to run by enabling input data and system clock

• stop accelerator(): stops the accelerator

• reset accelerator():resets the accelerator controller to the default state which will flush the
data-path,all buffers, registers and memory elements. Prior to resuming via the control state
mechanism and system transits to standby state when system is ready to resume the input
data stream.

• get status accelerator(): fetch the current status of the accelerator

• detect accelerator(): Is a super set which combines all the above basic drivers to build a
more sophisticated hardware driver identical to the function detect() in OpenCV software
libaray for single scale in HOG class which combines the HOG feature extraction and SVM
classification in a single function. The structure of top level driver could be illustrated as
follows.
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Figure 3.39: Structure of Hardware Drivers
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CHAPTER 4

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

4.1 Progressive Testing

Testing, implementation and debugging was carried out in several stages progressively.

– Simulation: The design was implemented with Verilog Hardware Description Language
(HDL) using Xilinx design tools. The design was tested and verified behaviorally prior to
be synthesized using ISIM logic simulator. Post synthesis, Post place and route and post map
simulations were done to further to verify that the design meet all the timming requirements
upon the implementation.

– Deployment and On-Chip testing: The design was prototyped on Zynq 7000 FPGA for
further verification. Carefully picked signals were probed with the help of Integrated Logic
Analyzer (ILA) cores to the JTAG terminal provided with the Chip-Scope tool by Xilinx.

Initially simulation was carried out progressively on each module of the data-path until the com-
pletion. Then the controllers and the AXI interfaces were added to the system. Upon completing
the accelerator, it was packaged into an Intellectual Property(IP) core which was further integrated
with the Processing Subsystem and AXI interconnects on the Vivado environment by Xilinx. Then
system was deployed on FPGA for on chip debugging. Upon completion, the design was exported
to Software Development Kit (SDK) provided by Xilinx for building generic drivers for running
a bare metal software application on the processing sub system with hardware acceleration.

4.2 System on Chip (SoC) Implementation

The SoC implementation and hardware accelerator Integration with the processing subsystem
using AXI interconnects was done on the Vivado environment by Xilinx as shown below. AXI
Lite interconnect was used for memory mapped integration of status and control registers and
trained weight vector ROM. AXI stream interconnect was used for building the output write back
channel with AXI stream FIFO. Then it was integrated with the processing sub system which is
inherently memory mapped via the Direct Memory Access (DMA) engine. Burst capable AXI
full interconnect with higher performance was used for integrating the system memory with the
DMA Engine. All peripherals and interconnects on the PL were run with a single 100MHz clock.

The overview of the Zynq processing subsystem with Dual ARM A9 Cores is shown below as
illustrated on the Xilinx tools.
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Figure 4.1: Zynq 7000 Processor Core Interface

Figure 4.2: Zynq 7000 Processor Core/Processing Subsystem on Xilinx Tools

Hardware accelerator was packaged into an IP with the following interface signals on Xilinx tools.
The interface comprises AXI lite slave port for control and status, AXI stream master port for
output write back channel, system clock to the accelerator, frame done interrupt output, display
interface with data and control signals and the clock and reset signals of the buses.
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Figure 4.3: Packaged Accelerator on Xilinx Tools

Shown below are other packaged Xilinx IPs and the interfaces used for the SoC Integration.

Burst capable AXI Full interconnect comprises of an AXI master port which connects to the one
of the High Performance AXI slave ports (HP ports) on the processing sub system and it could
be configured to support up to 16 AXI full master/slave ports on the peripheral end but it was
configured with a single port which interfaces with the DMA engine. Additionally, clock and
reset signals of the two bus interfaces are present.

AXI Lite interconnect with two AXI master ports, one AXI slave port and their clock and reset
signals are shown below. AXI Slave port is connected to the AXI Mater General Purpose port
(GP) port on the Zynq PS and on the pheripheral end it was configured with two AXI lite master
ports supporting two pheripherals namely the hardware accelartor and the DMA engines control
interface.

Figure 4.4: Burst Capable AXI Full Interconnect used for Write Back Channel on Left and
AXI Lite Interconnect with Memory Mapped Register Support on Right

AXI Direct Memory Access (DMA) was IP from Xilinx was used for writing the output data
stream to a given physical address in the memory. This act as an interface between the output write
back FIFO and which pops out data in AXI stream into the system memory which is inherently
AXI memory mapped.
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Figure 4.5: AXI Direct Memory Access

Reset system block shown below is responsible for managing the reset of all the peripherals and
interconnects which are driven by a single reset input from the processor which is further synchro-
nized with the slowest clock on the system and separately distributed as active low reset outputs
for interconnects and peripherals separately.

Figure 4.6: Reset System

Signal vector concatenate block was used for sampling merging the two interrupt signals into the
interrupt vector to the Zynq PS.

Figure 4.7: Vector Concatinate

Additionally, a HDMI display controller was packaged and implanted with the help of an open
source project (?,?) for demonstration purposes.
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Figure 4.8: Complete SoC Implementation on Xilinx Tools
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4.3 Testing and Verification of the Accelerator

The accelerator was rigorously tested to verify the behavior parallel to implementation for all be-
havioral, architectural, digital logic and trimming verification. The design testing and verification
was performed in the following modular order.

1. Pipelined Pixel Cache
2. Gradient Computation Pipeline
3. Orientation Binning Pipeline
4. Histogram Creation Pipeline
5. Normalization Pipeline
6. Classifier Pipeline
7. Complete Data-path
8. Control Unit
9. Write-back Controller
10. Complete Packaged Hardware Accelerator

4.3.1 Testing and Verification of Pipelined Pixel Cache

Gradient computation pipeline was tested and verified for behavior as shown below in the fol-
lowing wave dumps. As shown in the following zoomed out overview of the overall pixel cache
stage completes issuing one frame at 4.16ms and transits to a new frame at 4.20ms which caters a
throughput of 240 fps. Counter X and Counter Y indexes each pixel on the frame and pxin[7:0] is
the input pixel stream and dout 1[31:0], dout 2[31:0], dout 3[31:0] are the outputs to the gradient
computation pipeline which issues a neighboring group of 12 pixels into the gradient computation
pipeline concatenated in three rows to support 3x3 convolution.

Figure 4.9: Example Test Waveform from Test Bench for Pixel Cache Stage

All signals were tested progressively from one pipeline stage to another, the interface signals
(inputs and outputs to the pipeline) are highlighted whereas all signals including internal signals
are shown below for small time period of 100 ns corresponding to first 10 clock cycles of the test
frame.
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Figure 4.10: Example Test Waveform from Test Bench for Pixel Cache Stage

4.3.2 Testing and Verification of Gradient Computation Stage

Similar to the previous stage same throughput of 240fps was maintained across all pipelines.
Following zoomed out wave dump verifies the gradient computation stage which completes pro-
cessing a single frame at 4.16ms and transits to next at 4.20ms. The inputs to the stage namely
din 1[31:0], din 2[31:0] and din 3[31:0] which are outputs from the previous stage and outputs
namely the Ix[10:0] and Iy[9:0] the gradient components and edged[7:0] the magnitude which are
inputs to the next stage are highlighted.

Figure 4.11: Gradient Computation Overall Testing

All internal signals were tested from stage to stage in order to verify the functionality further
following zoomed out wave dump of 40us shows the first 4 pixel rows of a test frame. Highlighted
are the above mentioned inputs and outputs of the gradient computation pipeline. Further all 12
pixels processed in parallel by a 3x3 matrix and the intermediate sum and intermediate difference,
carry ins and carry outs, and additional control signals such as enable signals could be identified
in the following wave dump.
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Figure 4.12: Example Test Waveform from Test Bench for Gradient Computation Stage

Initial implementations were carried out on the Spartan 6 development platform which consists
purely of FPGA. The design up to this stage was synthesized and implemented as a plain Hardware
Design (IP only). Additionally for better testing and verification the HDMI input and the HDMI
output on the Spartan6 platform were used along with Xilinx provided IP cores for HDMI input
and output. Following test setup was used which captures the incoming HDMI stream through a
raspberry pi embedded platform with its camera.

Figure 4.13: Initial Test Setup on Purely FPGA Spartan 6 Platform

Processed output stream from the hardware core were re-encoded into HDMI output data stream
then was displayed on a HD screen, additionally the processing hardware was bypassed for com-
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paring the input and the output.Following images show the input video stream and the processed
video stream upon passing the stream processing pipeline from gray scale conversion, pixel cache
to gradient computation where the magnitude of the gradients are displayed here.

Figure 4.14: Original video stream fed into the Pipeline

Figure 4.15: Processed Video Stream from Gradient Computation Pipeline

4.3.3 Testing and Verification of Histogram Creation Pipeline

Similar to the previous stages the histogram creation pipeline was tested and verified for its be-
havior as shown below. The pipeline completes processing a frame at 4.16ms and transits to a
new frame at 4.20ms preserving the throughput of 240fps across all pipeline stages as shown in
the following zoomed out wave dump which highlights the input and output signals.
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Figure 4.16: Histogram Creation Test Overview

Following is a tiny portion of wave dump of few micro seconds on the second pixel row of a
frame during complete testing of the histogram creation pipeline. Other than the inputs and the
outputs which are highlighted all internal signals could be noticed from signals of sign of gradient
to bounding angles to intermediate gradient component values to the final output of the stage
anglebinaddr[10:0] which is the target address of the histogram buffer/BRAM which indexes the
corresponding bin which a specific gradient falls

Figure 4.17: Histogram Creation Complete Test Wave Dump

4.3.4 Testing and Verification of Normalization Pipeline

Similar to the above stages throughput of 240 fps was preserved across the Normalization Pipeline
too where a single frame was completed in 4.16ms and the transits to the next frame at 4.2ms. The
inputs and outputs of the normalization stage namely, dout hog[7:0] from the norm addr[10:0] of
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HOG buffer/BRAM and dina descriptor[7:0] going into the buffer storing the normalized HOG
descriptor at address address descriptor bypass[11:0] are highlighted in the following zoomed out
wave dump of a complete frame on the normalization stage.

Figure 4.18: Normalization Pipeline Testing Overview

As shown in the following example time slot around the 42nd pixel row from the normalization
stage complete testing, all stages in the pipeline were tested progressively for verification. The
input data and address to the pipeline , large number of intermediate signals and control signals
and output data and the output target address could be identified in the following wave dump.

Figure 4.19: Normalization Pipeline Complete Wave Dump
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Figure 4.20: Normalization Pipeline Complete Wave Dump
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4.3.5 Testing and Verification of Classification Pipeline

Classification pipeline which is the last pipeline of the data path was tested as shown below to
verify that it meets the desired throughput requirement of 240 fps for which it was designed.
Processing of a single frame completes in 4.16ms as highlighted in the following overview and
moves to a new frame at 4.20ms which guarantees a throughput of 240fps. It could further be noted
the initial detection around 1ms from the start of frame and also the total number of detections
of the frame which is 33 in number the following example and also the output data passed to the
FIFO which is a concatenation of X and Y coordinates of the detection.

Figure 4.21: Testing of Classifier Pipeline Overview

Figure 4.22: Zoomed version of Frame transition region to the range of rows

Elaborated testing example time snap is shown below where individual internal signals were veri-
fied progressively stage by stage. Individual detections are visible in the following example which
is zoomed to the range of rows. It could be further noted the signals belonging to each pipeline
stage divided by an extra copy of the clock.
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Figure 4.23: Classification Pipeline Elaborate Test Signals

4.3.6 Final Testing and Verification of Complete Accelerator Prior to Packaging

The final testing of the accelerator prior to packaging was done as follows. With the following
test results it could be verified that the high performance architecture for hardware acceleration
meets the expected performance and that it achieves the overall expected functionality. The system
was rigorously tested covering all possible conditions using various test cases such as not ready
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situation, running situation and stop and resume situation and reset situation etc.

At first a system not ready situation was tested and the accelerator disables the clock issued to the
processing pipeline as expected as shown below at 140ns.

Figure 4.24: Testing Accelerators Response to Not Ready Case

Next the run command is issued in the middle of a frame, therefore accelerator delays the run
signal until a start of a new frame as shown below and starts running the accelerator synchronous
to the start of the new frame at 8.4ms as shown below. Until then the pixel stream coming to
the accelerator shown by the pixin[7:0] is held up which is instead fed with zeros to the pipeline
which is denoted by data in[7:0].

Figure 4.25: Start Running of Accelerator Synchronized with Start of New Frame (zoomed
out on top vs zoomed in at bottom)

In the following example test case very first detections happens at 9,473 us on the simulation
scale which is 1075 us from the start of frame. Detection flags are highlighted with yellow. First
detection flag which is an internal signal of accelerator goes high if attest one detection is positive
on the frame which remains high until the end of frame. Second detection flag is a signal within the
classifier pipeline itself which is a strobe to denote each detection. Along with this the detection
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coordinates are computed and pushed to the output FIFO via the dout to fifo[31:0] channel along
with data enable to fifo control signal.

Figure 4.26: Positive Detections on Testing
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Figure 4.27: Positive Detections on Testing

Further number of detections are updated in parallel and written to the most significant 16 bits of
the status register.

Figure 4.28: Number of Detections Register

Further the completion of a single frame could be shown as below which takes 4.16ms which
further verifies that the overall accelerator could support a throughput of 240 fps. Start and the
end of the frame could be identified from the frame enable signal namely en frame signal. Further
it could be noted the start of run in sync with start of frame. done signal denoting the end of
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processing of last possible window on the frame as an indication of completion. Output write back
data dout to fifo[31:0] is computed by concatenating the X and Y coordinates of the detection
positive windows which is represented in hexadecimal on the simulation. Additionally note the
total number of detections on the frame updated over each frame highlighted in yellow (In this
example a total of 11 detections are made) and the frame done interrupt which is used to trigger
the processing subsystem at the completion. Interrupt is cleared back upon receiving the write
back acknowledgement from the PS on the control register which is generated from the test bench
in this case. Further notice the Status register correctly updated on the detection results .Below
the AXI clock, are the AXI stream channel produced from the output write back controller which
encodes the output writ back data into an AXI stream. This AXI stream channel upon being
buffered at the output FIFO moves into the DMA for further transfer. Additionally tlast signal on
AXI signaling denotes the end of data to the DMA.

Figure 4.29: Testing of Detection on Overall Frame

Upon completing a single frame the accelerator was commanded to stop in the middle of a frame
and to resume after short period. In this case accelerator verifies the expected behavior where the
system is fed with zeros throughout a complete frame to flush the pipeline and it could resume
back the operation smoothly at 16.8ms as shown in the following example.
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Figure 4.30: Testing Pause and Resume Operation

4.3.7 Verification of Post Synthesized Design

Post synthesized design was passed was completed with all design rules met. Few snaps from the
synthesized design are shown below.
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Figure 4.31: Synthesised Design Abstracted at Modular Level (Hardware Accelerator is the
Biggest Blue Block)
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Small portion of the hardware accelerator is shown below:

Figure 4.32: Zoomed In Portion of the Hardware Accelerator

Figure 4.33: Zoomed In Portion of the Hardware Accelerator
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4.3.8 Verification of Post Implemented Design

Implementation stage was also completed successfully with no design rule violations on all map,
place and route stages. All nodes in the design meet all Setup, Hold and Pulse Width timing
requirements with no failing endpoints. Final Implemented design is shown below and it could be
noticed at a glance that very few FPGA resources are utilized.

Figure 4.34: Final Implemented Design and Consumption of FPGA Resources

Figure 4.35: Implemented Design Zoomed into CLB Scale (Utilized Resources are High-
lighted in Blue)
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4.3.9 On-Chip Testing and Verification of with Integrated Logic Analyzer Cores of

Chip-Scope Tool by Xilinx

The debug probes were added to the design with the help of integrated logic analyzer cores (ILA)
as shown below where the captured signal values are transferred to the software residing on the
host PC via the debug hub and JTAG terminal:

Figure 4.36: Probing Test Signals With ILA Core to Debug Hub

Finally a set of carefully selected set of test signals comprising of important internal signals and
interface signals of the stream processing data-path, controller and accelerator were selected for
the on chip post implemented testing. The signals thus captured from the debug cores could be
shown below. As the number of samples sampled/captured at a defined clock starting from the
defined trigger signal or condition is limited and constrained by the availability of memory, on
chip testing is performed in many different captured wave dumps.

The test frame used in a loop as a 240fps have 33 positive images in total. Following shows the
signals captured from a run time sample of test signals from first detection to the fourth detection
as conclusive from the ’no of detections’ signal represented in hexa decimal.
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Figure 4.37: Captured on chip test signals part1

Shown below is the continuation of detections from 4th detection to 7th detection.

Figure 4.38: Captured on chip test signals part 2

Shown below is the continuation of detections from 7th detection to 11th detection.

Figure 4.39: Captured on chip test signals part 3

Shown below is the continuation of detections from 11th detection to 15th detection.
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Figure 4.40: Captured on chip test signals part 4

Shown below is the continuation of detections from 15th detection to 18th detection.

Figure 4.41: Captured on chip test signals part 5

Shown below is the continuation of detections from 16th detection to 19th detection which also
overlaps with the previous capture.

Figure 4.42: Captured on chip test signals part 6
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Shown below is the last detection on the test corresponding to the 33rd detection where 33 positive
images are included in the test frame.

Figure 4.43: Captured on chip test signals part 7

With the above post implemented on chip testing it verifies and concludes the correct functionality
of the design.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Resource Utilization

The total resource utilization in terms of data-path only, complete accelerator and complete System-
on-Chip (SoC including memory inter-connects could be summarized as follows which gives a
comprehensive idea about total resource utilization with the design from stream processing data-
path to the complete SoC.

Table 4.1: Hardware Utilization of Stream Processing Architecture on xc7z020

Resource Type Utilzation in Number Utilization as a Percentage

Flip Flops (FF) 3106 2.91%

Look Up Tables (LUT) 2074 3.89%

Memory LUT 44 0.25%

Block RAMs (BRAMs) 10.5 7.5%

Digital Signal Processing Blocks (DSP48) 11 5%

Global Clock Buffers (BUFG) 6 18.75%
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Table 4.2: Accelerator With controllers and AXI interfaces on xc7z020

Resource Type Utilzation in Number Utilization as a Percentage

Flip Flops (FF) 3314 3.11 %

Look Up Tables (LUT) 2188 4.11 %

Memory LUT 44 0.25 %

Block RAMs (BRAMs) 10.5 7.5%

Digital Signal Processing Blocks (DSP48) 11 5%

Global Clock Buffers (BUFG) 6 18.75 %

Table 4.3: Complete SoC (With Memory Interconnects)on xc7z020

Resource Type Utilzation in Number Utilization as a Percentage

Flip Flops (FF) 9468 8.90%

Look Up Tables (LUT) 5562 10.54%

Memory LUT 465 2.67%

Block RAMs (BRAMs) 20.5 14.64%

Digital Signal Processing Blocks (DSP48) 16 7.27%

Global Clock Buffers (BUFG) 6 18.75%

Above resource consumption could be visualized as follows:
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Figure 4.44: Hardware Utilization on xc7z020

The stream processing architecture could be evaluated for the resource consumption (chip area
/hardware utilization) by comparing it with the previous functional implementation as follows:

Table 4.4: Complete SoC (With Memory Interconnects) on xc7z020

Resource Type Streaming Architecture Functional Implementation

Flip Flops (FF) 3106 2.91% 2120 3%

Look Up Tables (LUT) 2074 3.89% 2590 9%

Memory LUT 44 0.25% 704 10%

Block RAMs (BRAMs) 10.5 7.5% 9 7%

DSP Blocks 11 5% 58 37%

Global Clock Buffers (BUFG) 6 18.75% 3 18%

above comparison of hardware utilization could be visualized as follows:
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Figure 4.45: Hardware Utilization on xc7z020

Therefore its conclusive that in addition to the drastic improvement in performance from 0.0012
fps to 240 fps,hardware utilization/consumption has been optimized to a significant extent with
the help of robust mechanisms and architecture which encourages minimal computations, mini-
mal buffering and scaled processing resources to match desired the throughput across the pipeline
stages of the data path which was maintained constant despite the varying nature of data. Fur-
thermore it was noticed that number of data items decreases across the pipeline though the size of
each increase.

Performance

Performance of the stream processing architecture could be evaluated in terms of the following
parameters:

1. Throughput
2. Power Consumption
3. Performance Per Watt
4. Performance Per Hardware Consumption / Silicon Area

Throughput of all the research carried out in this regard using CPU only, CPU+GPU and Hardware
Accleration and FPGA techniques could be summarized as shown in the following tables.
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Table 4.5: Throughput on CPU and GPU systems

Research Documented Processing Rate

GPU Wojek 2008 320x240 windows at 76.92 windows per second

Multi-threaded CPU only version V.C. Canes 2016 3.2 frames per second of size 1242 x 375 pixels.

GPU NVIDEA GTX 960 V.C. Canes 2016 175 frames per second of size 1242 x 375 pixels.

GPU Tegra X1 V.C. Canes 2016 27 frames per second of size 1242 X375 pixels.

Table 4.6: Throughput on CPU,GPU,FPGA Heterogeneous Computing Systems

Research Documented Processing Rate

S. Bauer, U. Brunsmann 2009 800x600 frames at 30 frames per second

intel i7 2.66GHz CPU

NVIDIA GeForce GTX295

Xilinx Spartan 3 FPGA
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Table 4.7: Throughput on FPGA accelerated systems

Research Documented Processing Rate

C. Bourrasset, L.Maggiani, C.Salvadori, J. Serot 12 windows per second of size 320x240p

P.Pagano and F.Berry 2013

J. Brrokshire, J. Stephensen and J. Xiao of MIT 5100 detection windows

per second of size 64x128

M. Jacobsen, Z. Cai UC San diego 640x480 frames at 30-40 frames per second

N. Vasconcelos UC San diego

M.Hahnle, F.Saxen, M.Hisung, 1920X1080p windows at 64 fps

U.Brunsman, K. Doll ,2013

K.Mizuno, Y. Terachi, K.Takagi, 800x600p windows at 72 fps

S.Izumi, H.Kawaguci, M.Yoshimoto, 2012

C. Kelly, F.M. Siddiqui, B. Bardak & R. Woods 2104 HD frames (Front end Geadient Computation

and Orientation Binning Only) 209fps

N. T Perera 2016 64x 128 p windows at 21.05 ms per window.

performace interms of Throughput of this reserch is 240fps on frames of size 640X480p.

All above performance of previous attempts interms of throughput could be visualized as shown
below on the following 3D scatter plot for a comparison between performance of different frame
sizes from one research to another. Few of the above research which cannot be compared on
a similar basis were opted out. Displacement from the origin gives a measure of performance
irrespective of the varying frame sizes. Shown in red are the research with CPU and GPU systems,
In green are heterogenious systems,in blue are FPGA accelerated systems and in magenta is this
reserch.

Currently this research supports only processing a single scale detection, but with careful analysis
above data on the single the potential of this stream processing architecture for outperforming all
previous attempts on achieving higher performance on Histogram of Gradients(HOG) which is a
highly demanded and versatile computer vision algorithm is well evident.
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Figure 4.46: Performance Comparison Across Various Research with a scatter Plot (2
POVs of same plot shown above)

Best case tested and verified performance of this architecture being 240fps for a system clock of
100MHz, it could be further adjusted by varying the system clock as shown below for deriving
the throughput per clock frequency which is an absolute measure of the pure performance of the
architecture.
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Table 4.8: Performance in terms of Throughput vs System Clock

System Clock(MHz) Throughput(fps)

100 240

75 180

50 120

25 60

Variation of throughput with the system clock frequency could be illustrated as follows:

Figure 4.47: Performance in terms of Throughput vs System Clock

Therefore the throughput per clock frequency could be derived as 2.4 fps/MHz.

Variation of the power consumption with system clock could be summarized as follows where the
total on chip power decrease with clock frequency almost linearly.
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Table 4.9: Total On Chip Power vs System Clock

System Clock(MHz) Power(W)

100 1.559

75 1.535

50 1.507

25 1.482

Variation of total On chip power with the system clock frequency could be illustrated as follows:

Figure 4.48: Total On Chip Power vs System Clock

Therefore the power consumption per clock frequency which is an absolute measure of architec-
tures power efficiency could be derived as 1.026 mW/MHz.

Therefore by combining the above two parameters throughput and power consumption which
varies with system clock variation of the power consumption with throughput could be shown as
follows which maps the desired throughput with the predicted demand for power.
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Table 4.10: Throughput Vs Total On Chip Power

Throughput (fps) Power(W)

240 1.559

180 1.535

120 1.507

60 1.482

Above variation of Throughput Vs Total On Chip Power

Figure 4.49: Throughput Vs Total On Chip Power

Therfore the relationship between the desired throughput and the predicted power consumption
could be derived as 0.55 mW per fps.

4.4.2 Evaluation of Design Parameters

Design met all timing requirements with the verified maximum system clock of 100 MHz which
yield 240 fps. Variation of the other design parameters which evaluates the reliability of the
design could be evaluated with the varying system clock as follows which obviously yields better
reliability with decreasing clock.
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Table 4.11: Setup Timing Requirements with Varying Clock

System Clock(MHz) Worst Negative Slack(WNS) in ns Total Negative Slack(TNS) in ns

100 0.032ns 0ns

75 1.164ns 0ns

50 4.206ns 0ns

25 11.382ns 0ns

Above timing evaluation could be graphically illustrated as follows:

Figure 4.50: Setup Timing Requirements with Varying Clock
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Table 4.12: Hold Timing Requirements with Varying Clock

System Clock(MHz) Worst Hold Slack(WHS) in ns Total Hold Slack(THS) in ns

100 0.029ns 0ns

75 0.04ns 0ns

50 0.009ns 0ns

25 0.022ns 0ns

Above timing evaluation could be graphically illustrated as follows:

Figure 4.51: Hold Timing Requirements with Varying Clock

4.4.3 Performance per Watt Metrices

The performance per watt of this system could be calculated as follows where performance is put
interms of pixels per nano second and performance in watts.
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Table 4.13: Performace per Watt

Throughput (fps) Power(W)

240 0.064

180 0.043

120 0.033

60 0.016

This clearly is a drastic improvement over the GPU accelerated versions with HOG Feature Ex-
traction and SVM classification upto 13.8 times even comparing with much lower frame rates.

Figure 4.52: Performance per Watt
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusion

High performance parallelized architecture for hardware acceleration of real time stream process-
ing on an embedded System-On-chip(SoC) with a promising performance of 240fps on processing
Histogram of Gradients (HOG) algorithm in single scale which outperforms all previous research
with an approximately 4 times of performance gain over the best case performance of the previ-
ous research with approximately similar hardware consumption with very high performance per
watt and SWaP (space, wattage and performance) matrices. This makes this research an ideally
candidate for deducing that high performance could be achieved in embedded systems domain
with minimal power consumption and size with hardware acceleration using high performance
application specific architectures.

5.2 Recommendations

Recommendations and Future Work

1. Currently a test frame in loop is used as the video source which would be ideal if replaced
with an industry standard video source. In terms of uncompressed video source an industrial
standard such as HDMI and interms of a compressed video standard such as MJPEG could be
recommended.

2. Its highly recommended to build a complete video transport system with a standard such as
AXI stream and also decouple the accelerator and the video source by buffering a frame on to the
DRAM. For this extra DMA support with AXI master capability would be required. Additionally
frame scaling hardware could be used before feeding the video into the accelerator for making the
accelerator flexible to any video screen format.

3. The versatility of the system could greatly be greatly improved by implementing a real time
operating system and encapsulating the behaviour of the accelerator as a hardware thread.

4. The currently available TCP drivers could be integrated with the operating system for extending
its versatility in the direction of Internet-of-Things(IoT)

4.Similarly accelerators could be build for other computationally intensive processes in computer
vision and image processing domains which requires GPU support. By building SoC architectures
for cascading many such accelerators the need for high performance CPU and GPU on computer
vision applications could completely be eliminated and replaced by an embedded System-on-
Chip(SoC)
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